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Abstract
In this paper, we derive fully implementable first order time-stepping schemes for point delay McKean
stochastic differential equations (McKean SDEs), possibly with a drift term exhibiting super-linear
growth in the state component. Specifically, we propose different tamed Milstein schemes for a
time-discretised interacting particle system associated with the McKean equation and prove strong
convergence of order 1 and moment stability, making use of techniques from calculus on the space of
probability measures with finite second order moments. In addition, we introduce a truncated tamed
Milstein scheme based on an antithetic multi-level Monte Carlo approach, which leads to optimal
complexity estimators for expected functionals without the need to simulate Le´vy areas.
1 Introduction
A McKean equation (introduced by H. McKean [36]) for a d-dimensional process X is an SDE where the
underlying coefficients depend on the current state Xt and, additionally, on the law of Xt, i.e.,
dXt = b(Xt,LXt) dt+ σ(Xt,LXt) dWt, X0 = ξ, (1.1)
where W is an m-dimensional standard Brownian motion, LXt denotes the law of the process X at time
t ≥ 0 and ξ is an Rd-valued random variable. The existence and uniqueness theory for strong solutions
of McKean SDEs with coefficients of linear growth and Lipschitz type conditions (with respect to the
state and the measure) is well-established (see, e.g., [46]). For further existence and uniqueness results
on weak/strong solutions of McKean SDEs, we refer to [2, 22, 37] and references cited therein. For super-
linear growth, it is known that a McKean SDE admits a unique strong solution assuming a so-called
one-sided Lipschitz condition for the drift term (see [41]). Existence and uniqueness for path-dependent
McKean SDEs (where the drift has super-linear growth) was studied in [25].
An illustrative example for path-dependent McKean SDEs, which will be the focus of this work, is
the one point-delay McKean SDE
dXt = b(Xt, Xt−τ ,LXt ,LXt−τ ) dt+ σ(Xt, Xt−τ ,LXt ,LXt−τ ) dWt,
where τ > 0 is a given delay horizon and the initial datum ξ is then assumed to be a continuous function
ξ : [−τ, 0]→ Rd.
SDEs and McKean SDEs with time delay are relevant for applications, for instance, in medicine,
biology, and finance, where the effect of some actions or causes is not immediately visible or significant. For
example, infectious diseases have a certain incubation time, so that the currently observed and infectious
cases were themselves infected at a prior time. Furthermore, neuronal networks cab be modelled using
delay mean-field equations to account for the delay in the transmission of signals amongst large numbers of
neurons; see [48] for details. In finance, a collapse of a bank or an investment might not immediately have
an impact on the entire system, but only after some time lag. Delay McKean SDEs are also employed
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in computational finance to describe path-dependent volatility models and the associated calibration
problems [19, 3]. The latter models are characterised solely by a diffusion coefficient (i.e., zero drift)
and, compared to standard local (stochastic) volatility models, can capture prominent historical patterns
of volatility. Several mean-field control problems described by stochastic delayed differential equations
of McKean-Vlasov type can be found in the literature; see, e.g., [11] and references cited therein. The
reason why such models in finance involve a delayed component is to account for additional factors due
to past information, e.g., debt repayment. Further background on the theory and applications of delay
equations is found, e.g., in [21, 30].
For examples of McKean SDEs with non-globally Lipschitz drift we refer the reader to [1] and the
references cited therein.
The simulation of McKean SDEs without delay typically involves two steps: First, at each time t, the
true measure LXt is approximated by the empirical measure
µX
·,N
t (dx) :=
1
N
N∑
j=1
δXj,Nt
(dx),
where δx denotes the Dirac measure at point x and (X
i,N )1≤i≤N (so-called interacting particles) is the
solution to the RdN -dimensional SDE
dXi,Nt = b(X
i,N
t , µ
X·,N
t ) dt+ σ(X
i,N
t , µ
X·,N
t ) dW
i
t , X
i,N
0 = X
i
0.
Here, W i and Xi0, i = 1, . . . , N , are independent Brownian motions (also independent of W ) and i. i. d.
random initial values with Law(Xi0) = µ
X
0 , respectively. In a next step, one typically needs to introduce
a reasonable time-stepping method to discretise the particle system (Xi,N )1≤i≤N over some finite time
horizon [0, T ].
The literature on higher-order numerical schemes (i.e., beyond the basic Euler-Maruyama method of
order 1/2) for classical delay SDEs is sparse and restricted to Lipschitz continuous coefficients. In [24], the
strong convergence of a Milstein scheme for point-delay SDEs was proven using an Itoˆ formula for so-called
tame functions and techniques from anticipative calculus. For the analysis of a Milstein scheme without
employing methods from anticipative calculus, we refer to [29]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
published Milstein scheme for classical point-delay SDEs where the coefficients have super-linear growth.
It is also well-documented that standard schemes, e.g. of Euler-type with uniform step-size, are not
suitable either for standard SDEs (see [27]) or (non-delay) McKean SDEs (see [40, 1]) with super-linear
growth in the drift, i.e., the moments of the discretised process explode as the mesh-size tends to zero
(even though a unique solution with bounded moments exists). For remedies in these cases using adaptive,
truncated or tames schemes see these works and the references therein.
For tamed Euler schemes applied to certain delay SDEs, we refer to [33] and the references cited
therein. An Euler-Maruyama type scheme for the approximation of delay McKean SDEs was introduced
in [44]. However, no particle method was employed to approximated the true measure. We are not
aware of any published higher-order time-stepping schemes (not even for globally Lipschitz continuous
coefficients). In this work, we provide a strong convergence analysis of first order time-stepping schemes
for delay McKean equations, possibly with super-linear drift.
The main contributions of the current article are the following: We derive a Milstein scheme for
point-delay McKean SDEs, i.e., path-dependent equations where the coefficients depend only on a finite
number of values of the past path and not on an entire trajectory. We hereby extend ideas from [1, 31]
on tamed Milstein schemes for non-delay equations. For technical reasons, which will become clear in the
analysis (see Remark 3), we consider two main cases: a tamed scheme for super-linear drift which does
not depend on the delay variables (Theorem 3.2), and a non-tamed scheme for Lipschitz drift which may
depend on the delay variables (Theorem 3.3). To derive our main result, we employ the Lions derivative
of functionals acting on P2(Rd). As we do not employ an Itoˆ formula for the analysis of the scheme, we
only need to require the coefficients to be once continuously differentiable in all components (state and
measure components).
The crucial computational difficulty for such equations is that already in the one-dimensional case, the
simulation of the Le´vy area (see [28]) is required, as a double stochastic integral of an earlier segment of
the Wiener path with respect to the ‘current’ Wiener path appears in the delay setting. Hence, for a direct
application of the scheme, appropriate approximation techniques for the Le´vy area (e.g., as proposed in
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[49]) need to be used and add significant computational complexity. Hence, for the estimation of expected
(path) functionals, we propose an antithetic approach which avoids the simulation of the Le´vy part but
still allows us to obtain higher order convergence of the correction terms in a multi-level Monte Carlo
setting (MLMC; see, [14, 15]), following ideas in [17] for classical SDEs.
A natural MLMC estimator for E[P (XT )], where P is a Lipschitz function and X is the solution to the
(delay) McKean SDE, can be established in the following way (see [20]): We first introduce the quantity
φlN :=
1
N
N∑
j=1
P
(
Xj,NT,l
)
,
where the index l in φlN indicates the time-discretisation level and (X
j,N
T,l )1≤j≤N denotes the numerical
approximation to the particle system at time T from a time-stepping scheme with mesh-size δl.
In the first instance, we fix the number N of particle across all levels. The set of random variables
needed to generate the kth realisation of φlN is denoted by w
(l,k)
1:N , 1 ≤ k ≤ Kl; this is the set of N
independent copies (W i, ξi). For L ∈ N levels, a MLMC estimator Y for E[P (XT )] can be written as
Y :=
L∑
l=0
1
Kl
Kl∑
k=1
(
φlN − ϕl−1N
) (
ω
(l,k)
1:N
)
, (1.2)
where ϕl−1N has to be chosen appropriately. In particular, if ϕ
−1
N = 0 and E[φ
l−1
N ] = E[ϕ
l−1
N ], then a
telescoping property applies, which ensures the bias of the MLMC estimator for given L is the same as
that of a standard MC estimator with step size δL. The key to reducing the computational complexity
of the MLMC estimator is to introduce a strong correlation between ϕ and φ to reduce the variance. A
simple choice in this case is ϕl−1N (ω
(l,k)
1:N ) = φ
l−1
N (ω
(l,k)
1:N ), i.e., with the same Brownian motions for the two
particle systems (with the same N) on the fine grid and on the coarse grid.
Optimal complexity results in the setting of interacting particle systems can be found in [20], which
are based on the assumption of a multiplicative bound for the variance of the correction terms,
V
[
φlN − ϕl−1N
]
. δ
s
l
N
. (1.3)
Here, roughly, s/2 corresponds to the strong order of the time-stepping scheme. Although the assumption
(1.3) seems reasonable, it is an open problem to prove such multiplicative estimates (in N and δsl ). The
analysis in [20] subsequently reveals that higher order schemes can reduce the overall computational
complexity. In the present paper, we show (in Theorem 4.6) that a certain antithetic Milstein scheme
gives strong order 1 in δl for the multilevel corrections, without the need to compute Le´vy areas, and hence
at the same cost of the lower-order Euler-Maruyama scheme. For simplicity, we restrict the analysis to the
case where the drift coefficient depends only on the state and the measure, and the diffusion coefficient
only on the state and a single delayed value.
For the following discussion, we assume that (1.3) holds with s = 2 (i.e., in addition to the first order
convergence in δl, which we prove, we assume the factor 1/N) and that the complexity of computing all
interaction terms for N particles due to the appearance of the empirical measure is O(N2) per time-step.
Then [20, Theorem 3.1] allows us to conclude that the work complexity required to compute E[P (XT )]
with RMSE of order  is O(−3) when our antithetic Milstein scheme is used as a time-stepping scheme.
In combination with a tamed Euler scheme, the multi-level scheme outlined above would give a work
complexity of order O (−3 log2 ). A standard MC estimator based on K = O (−1) samples of the
entire particle system would have complexity O(−4); see [20, 47].
As noted in [20] and further analysed in [47], one can further vary the number of particles with the
levels (see also earlier [5] for the case with interaction through common noise). If the time-grid level L˜
is fixed and we want to work with two different discretisation levels Nl and Nl−1, with respect to the
number of particles, where Nl = βNl−1, for some integer β (e.g., β = 2), we split the set of Nl underlying
Brownian motions into β sets of Brownian motions and simulate independently β particle systems each
of size Nl−1. Hence, we can define
ϕL˜Nl−1(ω
(l,m)
1:Nl
) :=
1
β
β∑
i=1
φL˜Nl−1(ω
(l,m)
(i−1)Nl−1+1:iNl−1)).
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Using this definition of ϕL˜Nl−1 for different L˜ = l−1 in (1.2) gives then a MLMC estimator for E[P (XT )]
where both the number of particles and number of time-steps vary with the level. In [47, Theorem 4.2],
for a constant diffusion coefficient (such that a standard Euler-Maruyama scheme already yields strong
convergence of order one; see [47, Lemma 4.1]), an additive error bound for the variance of the correction
terms, of order one with respect to both M and N , was proven.
Our main result on the strong convergence of the Milstein scheme for the delay case, in combination
with our antithetic scheme, gives an extension of [47, Theorem 4.2] without increasing the computational
complexity compared to a standard (tamed) Euler scheme, by avoiding the simulation of the Le´vy areas
required for the direct Milstein scheme even for d = 1 in the delay case. The analysis in [47, Theorem
4.3] then reveals that the complexity of such a multi-level scheme is at most O(−3) for a RMSE of order
. This coincides with the result of the discussion above where the number of particles was fixed across
all time-discretisation level, however, without the assumption of a multiplicative error bound as in (1.3).
The remainder of this article is organised as follows: In Section 2, we introduce notations and concepts
which will be needed throughout this article. The central part of this article is Section 3, where we
precisely introduce the class of delay equations we are working with and state the main result. The
proofs of the main convergence results are deferred to Section 5. Section 4 is concerned with the analysis
of an antithetic approach, which allows us to construct a numerical scheme without simulating the Le´vy
area, but still achieves a strong convergence order 1 in a multi-level Monte Carlo framework. Section 7
illustrates the numerical performance of the proposed time-stepping schemes. Appendix A contains the
definition of linear functional derivatives used in the article.
2 Preliminaries
Let (Rd, 〈·, ·〉, | · |) represent the d-dimensional Euclidean space and Rd ⊗ Rm be the collection of all
d ×m-matrices. In addition, we use P(Rd) to denote the family of all probability measures on Rd and
define the subset of probability measures with finite second order moment by
P2(Rd) :=
{
µ ∈P(Rd)
∣∣∣ ∫
Rd
|x|2µ(dx) <∞
}
.
For all linear (e.g., matrices), and bilinear operators appearing in this article, we will use the standard
Hilbert-Schmidt norm denoted by ‖ · ‖.
As metric on the space P2(Rd), we use the Wasserstein distance. For µ, ν ∈P2(Rd), the Wasserstein
distance between µ and ν is defined as
W2(µ, ν) := inf
pi∈C(µ,ν)
(∫
Rd×Rd
|x− y|2pi(dx, dy)
)1/2
,
where C(µ, ν) is the set of all couplings of µ and ν, i.e., pi ∈ C(µ, ν) if and only if pi(·,Rd) = µ(·) and
pi(Rd, ·) = ν(·). For a fixed p ≥ 2, L0p(Rd) will denote the space of Rd-valued, F0-measurable random
variables X satisfying E|X|p < ∞. Further, Sp([0, T ]) refers to the space of Rd-valued measurable
processes, defined on the interval [0, T ], with bounded p-th moments.
We briefly introduce the Lions derivative (abbreviated by L-derivative) of a functional f :P2(Rd)→
R, as it will appear in the formulation of the tamed Milstein scheme. For more details about the definition
and further information on this concept, we refer to [6] or [4, 22]. Here, we follow the exposition of [8].
We will associate to the function f a lifted function f˜ , which allows us to introduce the L-derivative as
Fre´chet derivative, by f˜(X) = f(LX), for X ∈ L2(Ω,F ,P;Rd), where the probability space (Ω,F ,P) is
assumed to be atomless.
Definition 2.1. A function f on P2(Rd) is said to be L-differentiable at µ0 ∈P2(Rd) if there exists a
random variable X0 with law µ0, such that the lifted function f˜ is Fre´chet differentiable at X0, i.e., Riesz
representation theorem implies that there is a unique Θ ∈ L2(Ω,F ,P;Rd) such that
f˜(X) = f˜(X0) + 〈Θ, X −X0〉L2 + o(‖X −X0‖L2), as ‖X −X0‖L2 → 0,
with the standard inner product and norm on L2(Ω,F ,P;Rd) and X ∈ L2(Ω,F ,P;Rd). If the L-derivative
of f exists for all µ0 ∈P2(Rd), then we say that f is L-differentiable.
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It is known (see e.g., [8], Chapter 5.2), that there exists a measurable function ξ : Rd → Rd, such that
Θ = ξ(X0) almost surely, and hence
f(LX) = f(LX0) + E[〈ξ(X0), X −X0〉] + o(‖X −X0‖L2).
We define DLf(LX0)(y) := ξ(y), y ∈ Rd, as the L-derivative of f at µ0. Assume for a fixed y ∈ Rd that
there is a version of the map P2(Rd) 3 µ 7→ DLf(µ)(y) which is continuously L-differentiable. Hence,
the L-derivative of the components (DLf)j(·)(y) :P2(Rd)→ R, 1 ≤ j ≤ d, is defined as
(DL)2f(µ)(y, y′) := (DL((DLf)j(·)(y))(µ, y′))1≤j≤d,
for (µ, y, y′) ∈P2(Rd)×Rd×Rd. For a vector-valued (or matrix-valued) function f , these definitions have
to be understood componentwise. An alternative definition of the L-derivative which does not require
the atomelss property of the underlying probability space can be found in [42]. For vector-valued or
matrix-valued functions, this definition has to be understood componentwise.
For some real τ > 0, let C = C([−τ, 0];Rd) be the set of all continuous functions f : [−τ, 0] → Rd.
Further, for ξ ∈ C and θ ∈ [−τ, 0], let Π : C → Rd be the projection operator, i.e., Πθ(ξ) = ξ(θ). For
f ∈ C([−τ,∞);Rd) and for t ≥ 0, let ft ∈ C be defined by ft(θ) = f(t+ θ), θ ∈ [−τ, 0]. In the literature
(see e.g., [35]), (ft)t≥0 is called the segment process associated with (f(t))t≥−τ . We will also need the
norms ‖f‖∞ := sup−τ≤v≤0 |f(v)|, for f ∈ C and ‖X‖∞,t := sup0≤s≤t |X(s)|, for a process X precisely
defined below and t ≥ 0. We denote by A∗ the transpose of A ∈ Rd ⊗ Rm. For two matrices A and
B ∈ Rd ⊗ Rm, we define the inner product by 〈A,B〉 := trace(A∗B).
3 Delay McKean SDEs
3.1 Problem formulation
In this section, we consider, for t ≥ 0, the following SDE
dX(t) = b(Π(Xt),LΠ(Xt)) dt+ σ(Π(Xt),LΠ(Xt)) dW (t), X0 = ξ ∈ C , (3.1)
where, for s1, . . . , sk ∈ [−τ, 0] and a C -valued random variable ξ,
Π(ξ) := (Πs1(ξ), . . . ,Πsk(ξ)), LΠ(ξ) := (LΠs1 (ξ), . . . ,LΠsk (ξ)),
b : Rdk ×P2(Rd)k → Rd, σ : Rdk ×P2(Rd)k → Rd ⊗ Rm, with P2(Rd)k := P2(Rd) × . . . ×P2(Rd)
(k-times), and (W (t))t≥0 is an m-dimensional Brownian motion on some filtered probability space
(Ω,F , (Ft)t≥0,P). In what follows, we will set s1 = 0. We assume the initial data ξ : Ω → C to
be an F0-measurable process with E‖ξ‖p∞ < ∞, for a given p ≥ 2. In the sequel, we refer to these
equations as point-delay McKean SDEs. In [24] the same type of delays was considered for classical
SDEs.
In the following, we impose several conditions on the drift and diffusion coefficient which guarantee
well-posedness of the considered point-delay McKean SDE.
To do so, we introduce the notation yk := (y1, . . . , yk), for yi ∈ Rd, and µk := (µ1, . . . , µk), for
µi ∈P2(Rd). Further, we set 0k := (0, . . . ,0), (k components), where 0 ∈ Rd.
For the drift term b, we assume that for any x, x′ ∈ Rd, yk, y˜k ∈ Rdk, and µk, µ˜k ∈P2(Rd)k:
(AD1b) There exist constants L
1
b , q1 > 0 such that
〈x− x′, b(x,yk−1,µk)− b(x′,yk−1,µk)〉 ≤ L1b |x− x′|2, (1)
|b(yk,µk)− b(y˜k,µk)| ≤ L1b
k∑
i=1
|yi − y˜i|{1 + |yi|q1 + |y˜i|q1}, (2)
|b(0k,µk)− b(0k, µ˜k)| ≤ L1b
k∑
i=1
W2(µi, µ˜i). (3)
Concerning the diffusion coefficient σ, we assume, for any yk, y˜k ∈ Rdk, and µk, µ˜k ∈P2(Rd)k:
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(AD1σ) There exist constants L
1
σ, q2 > 0 such that
‖σ(yk,µk)− σ(y˜k,µk)‖ ≤ L1σ
{
|y1 − y˜′1|+
k∑
i=2
|yi − y˜i|(1 + |yi|q2 + |y˜i|q2)
}
, (1)
‖σ(0k,µk)− σ(0k, µ˜k)‖ ≤ L1σ
k∑
i=1
W2(µi, µ˜i). (2)
We note that under these conditions, the SDE (3.1) has a unique strong solution. To present an inductive
argument for this assertion, we assume, for ease of notation that there is only one delay, i.e., k = 2 and
s1 = 0, s2 = −τ . On the interval [0, τ ], SDE (3.1) can be written as a non-delay SDE
dX(t) = b(X(t), ξ(t− τ),LX(t),Lξ(t−τ)) dt+ σ(X(t), ξ(t− τ),LX(t),Lξ(t−τ)) dW (t),
with initial value X(0) = ξ(0), (in general, we have X(θ) = ξ(θ), for θ ∈ [−τ, 0]). This SDE has a unique
strong solution under (AD1b) and (AD
1
σ), see, e.g., [41]. Requiring the initial data to be in (at least)
L0p(1+q)(C ), where q = q1∨q2, then the solution also has finite moments up to order p. A similar argument
can be employed on the interval [τ, 2τ ], and so forth up to the final time T > 0. In the sequel, we will
illustrate which regularity of the initial data is needed, in order to obtain the following p-th moment
bound on the entire time interval [0, T ].
Proposition 3.1. Let p ≥ 2. If the delay McKean SDE (3.1) satisfies assumptions (AD1b), (AD1σ) and
X0 ∈ L0k1(1+q)(C ), where k1 will be defined in the proof, then there exists a constant Cp > 0 such that
E‖X‖p∞,t ≤ Cp,
for any t ≥ 0 .
Proof. We prove the result for k = 2 and s1 = 0, s2 = −τ only. Further, for simplicity, we set q := q1 = q2.
Itoˆ’s formula implies, for any p ≥ 2,
|X(t)|p ≤|ξ(0)|p + p
∫ t
0
|X(s)|p−2 〈X(s), b(X(s), X(s− τ),LX(s),LX(s−τ))〉 ds
+ p
∫ t
0
|X(s)|p−2
〈
X(s), σ(X(s), X(s− τ),LX(s),LX(s−τ)) dW (s)
〉
+
p(p− 1)
p
∫ t
0
|X(s)|p−2‖σ(X(s), X(s− τ),LX(s),LX(s−τ))‖2 ds.
Using assumptions (AD1b), (AD
1
σ) and the moment boundedness of the initial process, it is standard to
show that there exist constants C1, C2, C3 > 0, such that
E‖X‖p∞,t ≤ C1 + C2
∫ t
0
E‖X‖p∞,s ds+ C3
∫ 0∨(t−τ)
0
E{‖X‖p∞,s(1 + ‖X‖pq∞,s)} ds.
We define, for any given p ≥ 2,
ki := p([T/τ ] + 2− i)(1 + q)[T/τ ]+1−i, for i = 1, . . . , [T/τ ] + 1.
Thus,
(1 + q)ki+1 < ki, k[T/τ ]+1 = p, i = 1, . . . , [T/τ ].
Due to the regularity of the initial data, we have
E‖X‖k1∞,τ <∞.
Consequently, by Ho¨lder’s inequality,
E‖X‖k2∞,2τ ≤ C1 + C2
∫ 2τ
0
E‖X‖k2∞,s ds+ C3
∫ τ
0
E‖X‖(1+q)k2∞,s ds
≤ C1 + C2
∫ 2τ
0
E‖X‖k2∞,s ds+ C3
∫ τ
0
(
E‖X‖k1∞,s
) (1+q)k2
k1 ds <∞.
This procedure can be repeated up to time T > 0 and the claim follows.
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3.2 Milstein schemes for delay McKean equations
We propose the following tamed Milstein schemes for the numerical approximation of the point-delay
McKean SDE (3.1), which are motivated by the scheme presented in [24]. Recall that the projection Π
is associated with s1, . . . , sk ∈ [−τ, 0]. Employing the particle method (similar to [1]) and considering a
uniform time-discretisation of [−τ, T ] with mesh-size δ = T/M = τ/M ′, where M,M ′ > 1, we obtain the
following time-discretised particle system associated with (3.1):
Y i,N (tn+1) = Y
i,N (tn) + bδ(Π(Y
i,N
tn ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tn ))δ + σ(Π(Y
i
tn),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tn ))∆W
i
n
+
k∑
l=1
∇lσ(Π(Y i,Ntn ),Π(µY
·,N
tn ))σ˜(Π(Y
i,N
tn+sl
),Π(µY
·,N
tn+sl
))
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ s+sl
tn+sl
dW i(u) dW i(s)
+
k∑
l=1
1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,lσ(Π(Y i,Ntn ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tn ))(Y
j,N
tn+sl
)×
× σ˜(Π(Y j,Ntn+sl),Π(µY
·,N
tn+sl
))
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ s+sl
tn+sl
dW j(u) dW i(s), (3.2)
for tn := nδ > 0, and where Y
i,N (t), for tn < t < tn+1, n = 0, . . . ,M − 1, is defined by a standard
continuous interpolant. Further
σ˜(Π(Y i,Nt ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
t )) :=
{
σ(Π(Y i,Nt ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
t )), t ≥ 0,
0, −τ ≤ t < 0,
and, we used the notation
Π(µY
·,N
tn ) :=
(
µY
·,N
tn+s1 , . . . , µ
Y ·,N
tn+sk
)
.
Also, by ∇l we denote the derivative of the state component with respect to Y i,Ntn+sl and by DL,l the
L-derivative with respect to µY
·,N
tn+sl
. Observe that ∇l and DL,l when applied to σ have to be understood
in an operator sense. Note that for t ≤ 0, we have Y i,N (t) = ξˆi(t), where ξi is an independent copy of ξ
for 1 ≤ i ≤ N and the initial segment ξˆi(t) is defined by a linear interpolation approximation of ξi using
the grid-points of the interval [−τ, 0]. As in the non-delay case [1], we define bδ in two different ways
yielding schemes which will be denoted by Scheme 1 and Scheme 2, respectively: For Scheme 1, we use
bδ(x, µ) :=
b(x, µ)
1 + δ|b(x, µ)| , x ∈ R
dk, µ ∈P2(Rd)k,
and for Scheme 2, we define
bδ(x, µ) :=
b(x, µ)
1 + δ|b(x, µ)|2 , x ∈ R
dk, µ ∈P2(Rd)k.
For any t ∈ [0, T ], we define tδ := max{tn| tn ≤ t} = bt/δcδ. The continuous time version of (3.2) is
dY i,N (t) = bδ(Π(Y
i,N
tδ
),Π(µY
·,N
tδ
)) dt+
(
σ(Π(Y itδ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ
))
+
k∑
l=1
∇lσ(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µY
·,N
tδ
))σ˜(Π(Y i,Ntδ+sl),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ+sl
))
∫ t+sl
tδ+sl
dW i(u)
+
k∑
l=1
1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,lσ(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ
))(Y j,Ntδ+sl)×
× σ˜(Π(Y j,Ntδ+sl),Π(µY
·,N
tδ+sl
))
∫ t+sl
tδ+sl
dW j(u)
)
dW i(t).
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A Milstein scheme for globally Lipschitz continuous drift and diffusion coefficients can be readily formu-
lated by replacing bδ with b in (3.2).
In the sequel, we restrict the discussion to d = 1, and introduce
Ii(tn + sl, tn+1 + sl; sl) :=
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ s+sl
tn+sl
dW i(u) dW i(s).
For sl = 0, this double Itoˆ integral simplifies to
Ii(tn, tn+1; 0) =
1
2
((∆W in)
2 − δ).
To simulate all the double stochastic integrals for si 6= 0, which appear for delay equations already for
d = 1, one can employ, for t ≥ 0, p ≥ 1, an approximation of Ii(tn+ sl, tn+1 + sl; sl); see [28], the seminal
work on approximating a double stochastic integral, and [49, 13, 34] for further developments on this
topic. We use the notation W¯ i(s) := W i(s+ tn + sl)−W i(tn + sl), and B¯i(s) := W¯ i(s− sl)− W¯ i(−sl),
s ≥ 0 and introduce
Ip,i(tn + sl, tn+1 + sl; sl) :=
1
2
(W¯ i(δ)B¯i(δ)) +
1
2
(W¯ i(δ)ab0(δ)− B¯i(δ)a0(δ))
+ pi
p∑
n=1
n(an(δ)b
b
n(δ)− bn(δ)abn(δ)).
Here, for n ≥ 1 and t ≥ 0, an(t), bn(t) and abn(t), bbn(t) are normally distributed with mean 0 and
variance t/2pi2n2. Further (an(t), bn(t)) and (a
b
n(t), b
b
n(t)) are pairwise independent. In addition, in our
tests we add a term for approximating the tail of the Le´vy area as in [49], to improve the mean-square
error of the approximation to the order O(δ2/p2). This justifies the choice p = O(δ−1/2), compared to
1/p ≤ δ ∧min{|sl|| 1 ≤ l ≤ k} given in [24, Lemma 4.2], and hence reduces the complexity. The tamed
Milstein scheme combined with this approximation technique of the double stochastic integrals has com-
putational complexity of order −3/2 per sample for a root-mean-square error of order  > 0, compared
to the standard Euler scheme, which has complexity of order −2.
The following additional assumptions will be needed for the subsequent presentation and are motivated
by the assumptions formulated in [1]. For x1, x
′
1, z1, z
′
1 ∈ Rd, µ1, µ˜1 ∈P2(Rd), yk, y˜k, yˆk, y¯k ∈ Rdk, and
νk, ν˜k, νˆk ∈ P2(Rd)k, (all these vectors might also be d(k − 1)-dimensional in the formulation below),
we impose the following:
(AD2b) The drift b does not depend on delay variables and b ∈ C1,1(Rd ×P2(Rd)), i.e., b is continuously
differentiable in both components.
(AD3b) There exist constants L
3
b , q3 > 0 such that
‖∇b(x1, µ1)−∇b(x′1, µ˜1)‖ ≤ L3b
{
|x1 − x′1|(1 + |x1|q3 + |x′1|q3) +W2(µ1, µ˜1)
}
,
‖DLb(x1, µ1)(z1)−DLb(x′1, µ˜1)(z′1)‖ ≤ L3b
{
|x1 − x′1|+ |z1 − z′1|+W2(µ1, µ˜1)
}
.
The reason why b cannot depend on delay variables will be made clearer in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Concerning the diffusion term σ, we further require:
(AD2σ) We have σ ∈ C1,1(Rdk ×P2(Rd)k) and assume that there exists a constant L2σ > 0 such that
‖DL,1σ(x1,yk−1, µ1,νk−1)(z1)σ(x1,yk−1, µ1,νk−1)‖
∨ ‖∇1σ(x1,yk−1, µ1,νk−1)σ(x1,yk−1, µ1,νk−1)‖
≤ L2σ
{
1 + |x1|+ |z1|+ µ1(| · |2)1/2 +
k−1∑
i=1
(|yi|+ νi(| · |2) 12 )
}
.
For the derivatives with respect to the delay variables, we require that one of the following holds:
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(a) The derivatives (in the state and measure component) with respect to the delay variables are
uniformly bounded. In particular, we impose q2 = 0 in (AD
1
σ).
(b) The derivatives DL,lσ(x1,yk−1, µ1,νk−1)(zl) and ∇lσ(x1,yk−1, µ1,νk−1) do not depend on
x1, y1, . . . , yl−1 and µ1, ν1, . . . , νl−1, for any l > 1 and for a constant q3 > 0
‖DL,lσ(x1,yk−1, µ1,νk−1)(zl)σ(y¯k, νl, νˆk−1)‖
≤ L2σ
{
1 + |zl|+
k−1∑
i=l
(|yi|1+q3 + νi(| · |2) 12 ) +
k−1∑
i=1
νˆi(| · |2) 12 +
k∑
i=1
|y¯i|1+q3
}
,
‖∇lσ(x1,yk−1, µ1,νk−1)σ(yl, yˆk−1, νl, νˆk−1)‖
≤ L2σ
{
1 +
k−1∑
i=l
(|yi|1+q3 + νi(| · |2) 12 ) +
k−1∑
i=1
(|yˆi|1+q3 + νˆi(| · |2) 12 )
}
.
(AD3σ) There exists a constant L
3
σ > 0 such that
‖∇1σ(yk,νk)−∇1σ(y˜k, ν˜k)‖ ≤ L3σ
{ k∑
i=1
(|yi − y˜i|+W2(νi, ν˜i))
}
,
‖DL,1σ(yk,νk)(z1)−DL,1σ(y˜k, ν˜k)(z′1)‖ ≤ L3σ
{
|z1 − z′1|+
k∑
i=1
(|yi − y˜i|+W2(νi, ν˜i))
}
,
and analogously for the derivatives in the delay components.
In addition to above assumptions, we demand:
(H1) Regularity on the initial data ξ: We assume that ξ is deterministic and that there exists a constant
C > 0, such that for −τ ≤ s ≤ t ≤ 0,
|ξ(t)− ξ(s)|p ≤ C(t− s)p, (3.3)
for any p ≥ 1.
The assumption that ξ is deterministic, made to simplify the formulation of the results, could be further
relaxed. Let SN := {1, . . . , N}. We only give a stability and strong convergence analysis for Scheme 2,
as less assumptions are required for this scheme (compared to Scheme 1); see [1] for a discussion on this.
We prove the following statement:
Theorem 3.2. Assume (AD1b)–(AD
3
b), (AD
1
σ)–(AD
3
σ), and (H1). Then, for any p ≥ 1, there exist
constants C1, C2 > 0 (independent of M and N) such that
sup
i∈SN
sup
0≤n≤M
E|Y i,N (tn)|p ≤ C1,
and
sup
i∈SN
E‖Xi,N − Y i,N‖p∞,T ≤ C2δp, (3.4)
where Y i,N (t) is defined by the continuous time version of (3.2) with bδ(x, µ) :=
b(x,µ)
1+δ|b(x,µ)|2 .
Proof. The proof is deferred to Section 5.
The next result is concerned with globally Lipschitz continuous drift, but allowing the drift to contain
delayed values. In this case no taming is needed and the scheme (3.2) simply has b in place of bδ. To do
so, we formulate new assumptions for the coefficients. We impose that:
(AD1Lb) The drift b ∈ C1,1(Rdk ×P2(Rd)k), i.e., b is continuously differentiable in both components and is
decomposable in the form
b(x, µ) =
k∑
i=1
bi(xi, µi),
where bi : Rd×P2(Rd)→ Rd, for i = 1, . . . , k. Each bi is globally Lipschitz continuous in the state
and measure component. For i > 1, we will allow polynomial growth of bi in the state variable.
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(AD2Lb) There exist constants L
4
b > 0 and q4 ≥ 0 such that
‖∇1b(yk,νk)−∇1b(y˜k, ν˜k)‖ ≤ L4b
{
|y1 − y˜1|(1 + |y1|q4 + |y˜1|q4) +W2(ν1, ν˜1)
}
,
‖DL,1b(yk,νk)(z1)−DL,1b(y˜k, ν˜k)(z′1)‖ ≤ L4b
{
|y1 − y˜1|+ |z1 − z′1|+W2(ν1, ν˜1)
}
,
and analogously for the derivatives in the delay components. Note that for the derivatives with
respect to the first variable, we have q4 = 0, for the other ones we allow q4 > 0.
(AD1Lσ) We have σ ∈ C1,1(Rdk ×P2(Rd)k), i.e., σ is continuously differentiable in both components and
further satisfies (AD1σ) and (AD
2
σ).
(AD2Lσ) There exist constants L
4
σ, q5 > 0 and q4 ≥ 0 such that, for 1 ≤ l ≤ k,
‖∇lσ(yk,νk)σ(yl, yˆk−1, νl, νˆk−1)−∇lσ(y′k,ν′k)σ(y′l, yˆ′k−1, ν′l , νˆ′k−1)‖
≤ L4σ
{ k∑
i=1
(|yi − y′i|(1 + |yi|q4 + |yi|q4) +W2(νi, ν′i)) +
k−1∑
i=1
(|yˆi − yˆ′i|(1 + |yˆi|q4 + |yˆ′i|q4) +W2(νˆi, νˆ′i))
}
,
and
‖DL,lσ(yk,νk)(zl)σ(yˆk, νˆk)−DL,lσ(y′k,ν′k)(z′l)σ(yˆ′k, νˆ′k)‖
≤ L4σ
{
|zl − z′l|+
k∑
i=1
(|yi − y′i|(1 + |yi|q4 + |yi|q4) +W2(νi, ν′i))
+
k∑
i=1
(|yˆi − yˆ′i|(1 + |yˆi|q5 + |yˆ′i|q5) +W2(νˆi, νˆ′i))
}
.
Note that q4 = 0 for l = 1.
Theorem 3.3. Assume (AD1Lb)–(AD
2
Lb), (AD
3
σ), (AD
1
Lσ)–(AD
2
Lσ), and (H1). Then, there exist con-
stants C1, C2 > 0 (independent of M and N) such that
sup
i∈SN
sup
0≤n≤M
E|Y i,N (tn)|2 ≤ C1,
and
sup
i∈SN
sup
0≤t≤T
E|Xi,Nt − Y i,Nt |2 ≤ C2δ2, (3.5)
where Y i,N (t) is defined by the continuous time version of (3.2) with bδ replaced by b.
Proof. The proof is deferred to Section 5.
Remark 1. A standard tamed Euler-Maruyama scheme for the delay McKean SDE is obtained by con-
sidering the first line only in (3.2). Assumptions (AD1b) and (AD
1
σ), with sufficiently regular initial
data, allow us to deduce a strong convergence rate of 1/2, following the proofs of [40] and an inductive
argument over time-intervals of the form [0, τ ].
4 Antithetic approach for delay equations
As pointed out in the previous section, delay equations require the simulation of the Le´vy area already
for d = 1. This motivates to study an antithetic approach for such delay McKean equations, in order to
improve the efficiency of the simulation (see the Introduction for a detailed motivation and background).
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4.1 Problem formulation
Recall, for some real τ > 0, C = C([−τ, 0];R) denotes the set of all continuous functions f : [−τ, 0]→ R.
Here, we consider the following one-dimensional, one point-delay McKean SDE
dX(t) = b(X(t),LX(t)) dt+ σ(X(t), X(t− τ)) dW (t), X0 = ξ ∈ C , (4.1)
with b : R ×P2(R) → R, σ : R2 → R, and (W (t))t≥0 is a 1-dimensional Brownian motion on some
filtered probability space (Ω,F , (Ft)t≥0,P). We assume the initial data ξ : Ω → C to be an F0-
measurable process with E‖ξ‖p∞ < ∞, and a given p ≥ 2. We remark that one could allow σ to depend
on the law of the process as well. For ease of notation, we restrict the subsequent discussion to this simple
delay equation.
The associated particle system has the form
dXi,N (t) = b(Xi,N (t), µX,Nt ) dt+ σ(X
i,N (t), Xi,N (t− τ)) dW i(t), Xi,N0 = ξi ∈ C , (4.2)
with ξi an independent copy of ξ for i = 1, . . . , N , and
µX,Nt :=
1
N
N∑
j=1
δXj,N (t).
In the sequel, we will impose model assumptions, which guarantee well-posedness of the one point-delay
McKean SDE (and the associated particle system) and will also be employed for the analysis of the
subsequent numerical scheme. We assume that, for any x, y, x′, y′ ∈ R and µ, ν ∈P2(R):
(AD1b) There exist constants L
1
b , α1 > 0 such that
〈x− y, b(x, µ)− b(y, µ)〉 ≤ L1b |x− y|2, (1)
|b(x, µ)− b(y, µ)| ≤ L1b(1 + |x|α1 + |y|α1)|x− y|, (2)
|b(x, µ)− b(x, ν)| ≤ L1bW2(µ, ν). (3)
(AD2b) The function b(x, ·) belongs to the class C 1,1(P2(R)) (see appendix for the definition of C 1,1(P2(R))).
(AD3b) The drift coefficient b is decomposable in the form
b(x, µ) = b1(x) + b2(µ).
(AD4b) The function b(·, µ) belongs to C2(R,R) and the second order derivative is of polynomial growth,
i.e., there exist constants C > 0 and α2 > 0 such that∣∣∣∣∂2b1∂x2 (x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(1 + |x|1+α2).
(AD1σ) There exists an L
1
σ > 0 such that
|σ(x, y)− σ(x′, y′)| ≤ L1σ(|x− y|+ |x′ − y′|).
(AD2σ) We have σ(·, y), σ(x, ·) ∈ C2(R,R) and the second order derivative is uniformly bounded.
4.2 Numerical scheme
Throughout the remaining sections, we denote by ∂σ∂x1 and
∂σ
∂x2
the derivatives with respect to the first
and second component of σ, respectively.
The tamed Milstein scheme for this system of particles has the form, for tn ≥ 0,
Yˆ i,N (tn+1) = Yˆ
i,N (tn) + bδ(Yˆ
i,N (tn), µ
Yˆ ,N
tn )δ + σ(Yˆ
i,N (tn), Yˆ
i,N (tn − τ))∆W in
+ σ(Yˆ i,N (tn), Yˆ
i,N (tn − τ)) ∂σ
∂x1
(Yˆ i,N (tn), Yˆ
i,N (tn − τ)) (∆W
i
n)
2 − δ
2
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+ σ(Yˆ i,N (tn − τ), Yˆ i,N (tn − 2τ)) ∂σ
∂x2
(Yˆ i,N (tn), Yˆ
i,N (tn − τ))
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ s
tn
dW iu−τ dW
i
s
where
µYˆ ,Ntn :=
1
N
N∑
j=1
δYˆ j,N (tn),
and tn := nδ, with δ = T/M = τ/M
′ for M,M ′ > 1 and n = 0, . . . ,M . For simplicity, we assume that
bδ is defined by Scheme 2 introduced in Section 3.2, as less assumptions are needed to guarantee moment
boundedness in that case.
Now, we propose a modified scheme, which does not require the simulation of the Le´vy area, but still
achieves a higher order convergence rate for the variance of multi-level correction terms: We define
Y i,N (tn+1) = Y
i,N (tn) + bδ(Y
i,N (tn), µ
Y,N
tn )δ + σ(Y
i,N (tn), Y
i,N (tn − τ))∆W in
+ σ(Y i,N (tn), Y
i,N (tn − τ)) ∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,N (tn), Y
i,N (tn − τ)) (∆W
i
n)
2 − δ
2
+ σ(Y i,N (tn − τ), Y i,N (tn − 2τ)) ∂σ
∂x2
(Y i,N (tn), Y
i,N (tn − τ))
∆W in∆W
i
n−τ
2
,
=: S
(
Y i,N (tn), Y
i,N (tn − τ), Y i,N (tn − 2τ), µY,Ntn , δ,∆W in,∆W in∆W in−τ
)
, (4.3)
where
µY,Ntn :=
1
N
N∑
j=1
δY j,N (tn),
and ∆W in−τ := W
i(tn+1 − τ)−W i(tn − τ).
Using above assumptions, it is a consequence of the proofs of the main results stated in Section 3 that
the moments of Y i,N (tn) are bounded and that Y
i,N (tn) converges strongly to the solution of SDE (4.2)
(we again restrict the discussion to deterministic initial data).
Lemma 4.1. For 0 ≤ n ≤ M , let Y i,N (tn) be defined as above and Xi,N (tn) be given by (4.2). Then,
there exists a constant C > 0 such that for any p ≥ 1,
sup
i∈SN
E
(
sup
0≤n≤M
|Y i,N (tn)|p
)
≤ C, sup
i∈SN
sup
0≤n≤M
E|Y i,N (tn)−Xi,N (tn)|p ≤ Cδp/2.
In the sequel, δ will correspond to the mesh-size of a coarse time-discretisation, where the elements of
the time-grid are denoted by t0, t1, . . . , tM . The corresponding fine time-grid will additionally include the
elements t1/2, t3/2, . . . , tM−1/2, where tn+1/2 := (n+ 1/2) δ, where n = 0, . . . ,M−1. Hence, we will make
use of the notation δWn := W (tn+1/2)−W (tn) and δWn+1/2 := W (tn+1)−W (tn+1/2). Analogously, we
can define δWn−τ and δWn+1/2−τ .
On a fine level, with step-size δ/2, we introduce two discrete processes,
Y i,N,f (tn+1/2) = S
(
Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ), Y i,N,f (tn − 2τ), µY,N,ftn , δ/2, δW in, δW inδW in−τ
)
and
Y i,N,f (tn+1)
= S
(
Y i,N,f (tn+1/2), Y
i,N,f (tn+1/2 − τ), Y i,N,f (tn+1/2 − 2τ), µY,N,ftn+1/2 , δ/2, δW in+1/2, δW in+1/2δW in+1/2−τ
)
,
with
µY,N,ft′ :=
1
N
N∑
j=1
δY j,N,f (t′), where t
′ = tn, tn+1/2,
and the antithetic version of this process
Y i,N,a(tn+1/2) = S
(
Y i,N,a(tn), Y
i,N,a(tn − τ), Y i,N,a(tn − 2τ), µY,N,atn , δ/2, δW in+1/2, δW in+1/2δW in+1/2−τ
)
,
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and
Y i,N,a(tn+1) = S
(
Y i,N,a(tn+1/2), Y
i,N,a(tn+1/2 − τ), Y i,N,a(tn+1/2 − 2τ), µY,N,atn+1/2 , δ/2, δW in, δW inδW in−τ
)
with
µY,N,at′ :=
1
N
N∑
j=1
δY j,N,a(t′), where t
′ = tn, tn+1/2.
We take now the average of Y i,N,f and Y i,N,a and define
Y¯ i,N,f (tn) :=
Y i,N,f (tn) + Y
i,N,a(tn)
2
.
In the next subsection, we will derive a scheme for Y¯ i,N,f (tn). We end this subsection, stating the
following standard lemma for stability and convergence of the processes Y i,N,a and Y i,N,f .
Lemma 4.2. Let Y i,N,a and Y i,N,f be defined as above. Then, there exists a constant C > 0 such that
for any p ≥ 1,
sup
i∈SN
E
(
sup
0≤n≤M
|Y i,N,f (tn)|p
)
≤ C, sup
i∈SN
sup
0≤n<M
E|Y i,N,f (tn+1/2)− Y i,N,f (tn)|p ≤ Cδp/2,
sup
i∈SN
E
(
sup
0≤n≤M
|Y i,N,a(tn)|p
)
≤ C, sup
i∈SN
sup
0≤n<M
E|Y i,N,a(tn+1/2)− Y i,N,a(tn)|p ≤ Cδp/2.
4.3 Numerical analysis of the antithetic scheme
We first mention another standard Lemma, which bounds the difference of Y i,N,f (tn) and Y
i,N,a(tn) over
a coarse time-step:
Lemma 4.3. There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any p ≥ 1,
sup
i∈SN
sup
0≤n≤M
E|Y i,N,f (tn)− Y i,N,a(tn)|p ≤ Cδp/2.
In a next step, we will represent Y i,N,f and Y i,N,a over a coarse time-step:
Lemma 4.4. Let x ∈ {f, a}. We use the convention sign(f) := − and sign(a) := +. The difference
equation for Y i,N,x can be written as
Y i,N,x(tn+1) = S
(
Y i,N,x(tn), Y
i,N,x(tn − τ), Y i,N,x(tn − 2τ), µY,N,xtn , δ,∆W in,∆W in∆W in−τ
)
sign(x)σ(Y i,N,x(tn − τ), Y i,N,x(tn − 2τ)) ∂σ
∂x2
(Y i,N,x(tn), Y
i,N,x(tn − τ))×
× 1
2
(
δW inδW
i
n+1/2−τ − δW in−τδW in+1/2
)
+Ri,n,x +M
(2)
i,n,x +M
(3)
i,n,x +M
(4)
i,n,x +Bi,n,x,
where Ri,n,x = Ni,n,x +M
(1)
i,n,x +R
(1)
i,n,x +R
(2)
i,n,x, with E
[
M
(1)
i,n,x +M
(2)
i,n,x +M
(3)
i,n,x +M
(4)
i,n,x|Ftn
]
= 0 and,
for 1 ≤ j ≤ 4,
sup
0≤n≤M
E|M (j)i,n,x|p ≤ Cpδ3p/2, sup
0≤n≤M
E|Ni,n,x|p ≤ Cpδ2p,
sup
0≤n≤M
E|R(2)i,n,x|p ≤ Cpδ2p, sup
0≤n≤M
E|Bi,n,x|p ≤ Cpδ2p.
Moreover, R
(1)
i,n,x can also be split into a martingale term and a higher order term.
We have the following representation for the antithetic scheme:
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Lemma 4.5. The difference equation for Y¯ i,N,f reads as
Y¯ i,N,f (tn+1) = S
(
Y¯ i,N,f (tn), Y¯
i,N,f (tn − τ), Y¯ i,N,f (tn − 2τ), µY¯ ,Ntn , δ,∆W in,∆W in∆W in−τ
)
+
1
2
(Ri,n,f +Mi,n,f +Ni,n,f +Bi,n,f +Ri,n,a +Mi,n,a +Ni,n,a +Bi,n,a)
+ B˜i,n + N˜i,n + M˜
(1)
i,n + M˜
(2)
i,n + M˜
(3)
i,n + M˜
(4)
i,n ,
where the remainder terms (i.e., Ri,n,f , Mi,n,f and Ni,n,f and so forth) are either Ftn -martingales with
p-th moments of order δ3p/2 or have p-th moments of order δ2p, and where we have set
µY¯ ,Ntn :=
1
N
N∑
j=1
δY¯ j,N,f (tn).
The following main result reveals the first order convergence of the antithetic scheme.
Theorem 4.6. For 0 ≤ n ≤ M , let Y¯ i,N,f (tn) defined as above and Y i,N,c(tn) be the coarse path
approximation, defined as in (4.3). Then, there exists a constant C > 0 such that
sup
i∈SN
sup
0≤n≤M
E|Y¯ i,N,f (tn)− Y i,N,c(tn)|2 ≤ Cδ2.
5 Proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3
Here, and throughout the remaining article, we write a . b to express that there exists a constant C > 0
such that a ≤ Cb, where a, b ∈ R. We remark that the implied constant C > 0 might be dependent
on p, ε, T,m, d i.e., C = C(ε, p, T,m, d), but is independent of M and N ; also, they may change their
values from line to line in a sequence of inequalities. By slight abuse of notation, by b(·, µY ·,Nt ) we denote
b
(
·, 1N
∑N
j=1 δY j,N (t)
)
, the empirical measure of only the present (and not delayed) states of the particles.
We restrict the theoretical investigation to Scheme 2, as proving a moment bound for Scheme 1 is very
involved and requires a lengthy (non-standard) analysis. In the numerical examples presented in Section
7, we employ Scheme 1, as it usually shows a better convergence behaviour than Scheme 2 (see [1]).
5.1 Proof of Theorem 3.2
For the proof of Theorem 3.2, we will focus on the key differences to the non-delay case (see [1]) and omit
other details. We again consider the one point-delay case for most parts of the subsequent discussion.
We define, for t ≥ 0 and i ∈ SN ,
Ψi,kt : =
k∑
l=1
∇lσ(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µY
·,N
tδ
))σ˜(Π(Y i,Ntδ+sl),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ+sl
))
∫ t+sl
tδ+sl
dW i(r)
+
k∑
l=1
1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,lσ(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ
))(Y j,Ntδ+sl)σ˜(Π(Y
i,N
tδ+sl
),Π(µY
·,N
tδ+sl
))
∫ t+sl
tδ+sl
dW j(r),
Υi,kt : = σ(Π(Y
i,N
tδ
),Π(µY
·,N
tδ
)) + Ψi,kt ,
Γi,kt : = σ(Π(Y
i,N
t ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
t ))−Υi,kt ,
M i,kt : =
∫ t
0
{σ(Π(Xi,Ns ),Π(µX
·,N
s ))−Υi,ks }dW i(s). (5.1)
In the sequel, we set Zi,N := Xi,N −Y i,N , where (Xi,N )i∈SN is the particle system corresponding to (3.1)
and Y i,Nt is defined by (3.2).
Lemma 5.1. Let Y i,N (tn), n = 0, . . . ,M , be defined as in (3.2) and p ≥ 1. Then, under assumptions
(AD1b), (AD
1
σ)–(AD
2
σ) and (H1), there exists a constant C > 0 (independent of N and M) such that
sup
i∈SN
sup
0≤n≤M
E|Y i,N (tn)|p ≤ C.
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Proof. The proof follows using Itoˆ’s formula along with a standard Gronwall-type argument (see, e.g.,
[32, Lemma 11] in combination with an inductive procedure outlined in the proof of Proposition 3.1. We
note that the assumption (a) in (AD2σ) on the uniform boundedness of derivatives of σ with respect to
the delay variables implies, for 1 < l ≤ k, that
E
∣∣∣∣∇lσ(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µY ·,Ntδ ))σ˜(Π(Y i,Ntδ+sl),Π(µY ·,Ntδ+sl))∫ t+sl
tδ+sl
dW i(u)
∣∣∣∣p
. E
∣∣∣∣∫ t+sl
tδ+sl
σ˜(Π(Y i,Ntδ+sl),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ+sl
)) dW i(u)
∣∣∣∣p
. δp/2
(
E|Y i,N (tδ − τ)|p + E|Y i,N (tδ − 2τ)|p
)
,
where we used the growth assumptions on σ, (AD1σ) and (AD
2
σ), and recall k = 2.
Remark 2. Observe that the uniform boundedness of derivatives with respect to the delay variables is
crucial, as in general
∇lσ(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µY
·,N
tδ
))
∫ t+sl
tδ+sl
dW i(u) 6=
∫ t+sl
tδ+sl
∇lσ(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µY
·,N
tδ
)) dW i(u).
If, however, the second assumption (b) in (AD2σ) holds, then one has equality in the previous equation.
The growth assumption on (∇lσ)σ in (AD2σ) gives
E
∣∣∣∣∇lσ(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µY ·,Ntδ ))σ˜(Π(Y i,Ntδ+sl),Π(µY ·,Ntδ+sl))∫ t+sl
tδ+sl
dW i(u)
∣∣∣∣p
. δp/2
(
E|Y i,N (tδ − τ)|p(1+q) + E|Y i,N (tδ − 2τ)|p(1+q) + E|Y i,N (tδ − τ)|p + E|Y i,N (tδ − 2τ)|p
)
.
It seems that techniques from anticipative calculus, see [38], are necessary if one wishes to allow mixed
terms involving delay and non-delay variables in the diffusion coefficient.
Lemma 5.2. Assume (AD1b), (AD
1
σ)–(AD
3
σ), (H1), and k = 2. Then, for all p ≥ 1, there is a constant
C > 0 such that, for all t ≥ 0,
Λi,k,pt : =
∫ t
0
(E‖σ(Π(Xi,Ns ),Π(µX
·,N
s ))−Υi,ks ‖2p)
1
p ds
≤ C
{
δ2 +
∫ t
0
(E|Zi,N (s)|2p) 1p ds+
∫ 0∨(t−τ)
0
(E{|Zi,N (s)|2p) 1p ds
}
. (5.2)
Proof. From (AD1σ), with q2 = 0, and Minkowski’s inequality, we derive that
Λi,k,pt .
∫ t
0
(E‖σ(Π(Xi,Ns ),Π(µX
·,N
s ))− σ(Π(Y i,Ns ),Π(µY
·,N
s ))‖2p)
1
p ds+
∫ t
0
(E‖Γi,ks ‖2p)
1
p ds
.
∫ t
0
(E|Zi,N (s)|2p) 1p ds+ 1
N
N∑
j=1
∫ t
0
(E|Zj,N (s)|2p) 1p ds+
∫ 0∨(t−τ)
0
(E{|Zi,N (s)|2p}) 1p ds
+
1
N
N∑
j=1
∫ 0∨(t−τ)
0
(E|Zj,N (s)|2p) 1p ds+
∫ t
0
(E‖Γi,ks ‖2p)
1
p ds
.
∫ t
0
(E|Zi,N (s)|2p) 1p ds+
∫ 0∨(t−τ)
0
(E{|Zi,N (s)|2p}) 1p ds+
∫ t
0
(E‖Γi,ks ‖2p)
1
p ds,
where in the last display we used the fact that Zj,N , j ∈ SN , are identically distributed. Consequently,
to derive (5.2), it is sufficient to show that
(E‖Γi,kt ‖2p)
1
p . δ2, (5.3)
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for t ≥ 0. In the sequel, we will restrict, for ease of notation, the discussion to d = 1. Note that we will,
with slight abuse of notation, treat Y i,Nt as R-valued in the following discussion (unless the operator Π
is applied to it). First, we write
σ(Y i,Nt , Y
i,N
t−τ , µ
Y ·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
t−τ )− σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y i,Ntδ−τ , µY
·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )
= σ(Y i,Nt , Y
i,N
t−τ , µ
Y ·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
t−τ )− σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y i,Nt−τ , µY
·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
t−τ )
= σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
t−τ , µ
Y ·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
t−τ )− σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y i,Ntδ−τ , µY
·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
t−τ )
= σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
Y ·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
t−τ )− σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y i,Ntδ−τ , µY
·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
tδ−τ )
= σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
Y ·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
tδ−τ )− σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y i,Ntδ−τ , µY
·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )
=:
4∑
i=1
Πi.
Next, we observe that
Π1 =
∫ 1
0
d
dλ
σ(Y i,Ntδ + λ(Y
i,N
t − Y i,Ntδ ), Y i,Nt−τ , µY
·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
t−τ ) dλ
=
∫ 1
0
∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,Ntδ + λ(Y
i,N
t − Y i,Ntδ ), Y i,Nt−τ , µY
·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
t−τ )(Y
i,N
t − Y i,Ntδ ) dλ.
Therefore, simple computations show, due to assumption (AD3σ), the moment boundedness of Y
i,N and
the fact that particles are identically distributed,
E
∣∣∣∣∫ 1
0
(
∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,Ntδ + λ(Y
i,N
t − Y i,Ntδ ), Y i,Nt−τ , µY
·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
t−τ )−
∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
Y ·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )
)
(Y i,Nt − Y i,Ntδ ) dλ
∣∣∣∣2
. E|Y i,Nt − Y i,Ntδ |4 +
(
E|Y i,Nt − Y i,Ntδ |4
)1/2 (
E|Y i,Nt−τ − Y i,Ntδ−τ |4
)1/2
+
 1
N
N∑
j=1
E|Y j,Nt − Y j,Ntδ |4
1/2 (E|Y i,Nt − Y i,Ntδ |4)1/2 . δ2, (5.4)
where we used E|Y i,Nt − Y i,Ntδ |4 . δ2 and (H1). A similar estimate is obtained if Π1 is replaced by Π2.
Using [8, Proposition 5.35] we get that
Π4 =
∫ 1
0
d
dλ
σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
λ,Y ·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
tδ−τ ) dλ
=
∫ 1
0
1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,1σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
λ,Y ·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
tδ−τ )(Y
j,N
tδ
+ λ(Y j,Nt − Y j,Ntδ ))(Y j,Nt − Y j,Ntδ ) dλ,
with the notation
µλ,Y
·,N
t :=
1
N
N∑
j=1
δY j,Ntδ +λ(Y
j,N
t −Y j,Ntδ )
.
By virtue of (AD3σ) and similar arguments to the estimates in (5.4), we derive
E
∣∣∣ ∫ 1
0
1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,1σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
λ,Y ·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
tδ−τ )(Y
j,N
tδ
+ λ(Y j,Nt − Y j,Ntδ ))(Y j,Nt − Y j,Ntδ ) dλ
−
∫ 1
0
1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,1σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
Y ·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )(Y
j,N
tδ
)(Y j,Nt − Y j,Ntδ ) dλ
∣∣∣2
. δ2. (5.5)
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Analogous computations hold true if Π4 is replaced by Π3. Above considerations, motivate to express
Γi,kt = σ(Y
i,N
t , Y
i,N
t−τ , µ
Y ·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
t−τ )− σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y i,Ntδ−τ , µY
·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )
−
2∑
l=1
∂σ
∂xl
(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ
))σ˜(Π(Y i,Ntδ+sl),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ+sl
))
∫ t+sl
tδ+sl
dW i(r)
−
2∑
l=1
1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,lσ(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ
))(Y j,Ntδ+sl)σ˜(Π(Y
j,N
tδ+sl
),Π(µY
·,N
tδ+sl
))
∫ t+sl
tδ+sl
dW j(r)
= σ(Y i,Nt , Y
i,N
t−τ , µ
Y ·,N
t , µ
Y ·,N
t−τ )− σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y i,Ntδ−τ , µY
·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )
− ∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
Y ·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )(Y
i,N
t − Y i,Ntδ )
− ∂σ
∂x2
(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
Y ·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )(Y
i,N
t−τ − Y i,Ntδ−τ )
− 1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,1σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
Y ·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )(Y
j,N
tδ
)(Y j,Nt − Y j,Ntδ )
− 1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,2σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
Y ·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )(Y
j,N
tδ−τ )(Y
j,N
t−τ − Y j,Ntδ−τ )
−
2∑
l=1
∂σ
∂xl
(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ
))σ˜(Π(Y i,Ntδ+sl),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ+sl
))
∫ t+sl
tδ+sl
dW i(r) (5.6)
−
2∑
l=1
1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,lσ(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ
))(Y j,Ntδ+sl)σ˜(Π(Y
j,N
tδ+sl
),Π(µY
·,N
tδ+sl
))
∫ t+sl
tδ+sl
dW j(r) (5.7)
+
∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
Y ·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )(Y
i,N
t − Y i,Ntδ ) (5.8)
+
∂σ
∂x2
(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
Y ·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )(Y
i,N
t−τ − Y i,Ntδ−τ ) (5.9)
+
1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,1σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
Y ·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )(Y
j,N
tδ
)(Y j,Nt − Y j,Ntδ ) (5.10)
+
1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,2σ(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
Y ·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )(Y
j,N
tδ−τ )(Y
j,N
t−τ − Y j,Ntδ−τ ). (5.11)
Notice that
Y i,Nt − Y i,Ntδ = bδ(Y i,Ntδ , µY
·,N
tδ
)(t− tδ) + σ(Π(Y itδ),Π(µY
·,N
tδ
))
∫ t
tδ
dW i(t)
+
2∑
l=1
∂σ
∂xl
(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ
))σ˜(Π(Y i,Ntδ+sl),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ+sl
))
∫ t
tδ
∫ s+sl
tδ+sl
dW i(u) dW i(s)
+
2∑
l=1
1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,lσ(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ
))(Y j,Ntδ+sl)×
× σ˜(Π(Y j,Ntδ+sl),Π(µY
·,N
tδ+sl
))
∫ t
tδ
∫ s+sl
tδ+sl
dW j(u) dW i(s),
which implies that
∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
Y ·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )(Y
i,N
t − Y i,Ntδ )
=
∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,Ntδ , Y
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
Y ·,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ−τ )
(
bδ(Y
i,N
tδ
, µY
·,N
tδ
)(t− tδ)
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+ σ(Π(Y itδ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ
))
∫ t
tδ
dW i(t)
+
2∑
l=1
∂σ
∂xl
(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ
))σ˜(Π(Y i,Ntδ+sl),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ+sl
))
∫ t
tδ
∫ s+sl
tδ+sl
dW i(u) dW i(s)
+
2∑
l=1
1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,lσ(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ
))(Y j,Ntδ+sl)×
× σ˜(Π(Y j,Ntδ+sl),Π(µY
·,N
tδ+sl
))
∫ t
tδ
∫ s+sl
tδ+sl
dW j(u) dW i(s)
)
.
Similar expressions can be derived for equations (5.9), (5.10) and (5.11) given above. From this, we
observe that (5.6) and (5.7) cancel with non-higher order terms appearing in (5.8), (5.9), (5.10) and
(5.11). The remaining terms are readily proven to be of order δ2. Recalling the estimates (5.5) and (5.4)
allows us to deduce the claim.
Lemma 5.3. We define
Υˆit := ∇b(Y i,N (tδ), µY
·,N
tδ
)σ˜(Π(Y i,Ntδ ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tδ
))
∫ t
tδ
dW i(r).
Assume (AD1b), (AD
1
σ)–(AD
2
σ), (H1). Then, for all ε > 0, p ≥ 1, there exists C > 0 such that(
E
∥∥∥∫ ·
0
〈Zi,N (s), Υˆis〉ds
∥∥∥p
∞,t
) 1
p ≤ ε(E‖Zi,N‖2p∞,t)
1
p + C
{∫ t
0
(E|Zi,N (s)|2p) 1p ds+ δ2
}
, (5.12)
for t ≥ 0. The same holds if Υˆit is replaced by
DLb(Y i,N (tδ), µ
Y ·,N
tδ
)(Y i,Ntδ )σ˜(Π(Y
j,N
tδ
),Π(µY
·,N
tδ
))
∫ t
tδ
dW j(r).
Proof. The result can be proven following the same steps as [1, Lemma 3.3] and is therefore omitted.
Lemma 5.4. Assume (AD1b)–(AD
3
b), (AD
1
σ)–(AD
2
σ), (H1) and k = 2. Then, for all ε > 0, p ≥ 1, there
exists a constant C > 0 such that
Γˆi,k,pt : =
∫ t
0
(E|〈Zi,N (s), b(Y i,N (s), µY ·,Ns )− b(Y i,N (sδ), µY
·,N
sδ
)〉|p) 1p ds
≤ ε (E‖Zi,N‖2p∞,t)
1
p + C
{∫ t
0
(E|Zi,N (s)|2p) 1p ds+ δ2
}
,
(5.13)
for t ≥ 0.
Proof. We will, for ease of notation, restrict the subsequent discussion to d = 1. Observe that we may
write
Zi,N (s)
(
b(Y i,N (s), µY
·,N
s )− b(Y i,N (sδ), µY
·,N
sδ
)
)
= Zi,N (s)
(
b(Y i,N (s), µY
·,N
s )− b(Y i,N (sδ), µY
·,N
sδ
)
)
(5.14)
− Zi,N (s) ∂b
∂x
(Y i,N (sδ), µ
Y ·,N
sδ
)
(
Y i,N (s)− Y i,N (sδ)
)
(5.15)
− Zi,N (s) 1
N
N∑
j=1
DLb(Y i,N (sδ), µ
Y ·,N
sδ
)(Y j,N (sδ))
(
Y j,N (s)− Y j,N (sδ)
)
(5.16)
+ Zi,N (s)
∂b
∂x
(Y i,N (sδ), µ
Y ·,N
sδ
)
(
Y i,N (s)− Y i,N (sδ)
)
(5.17)
+ Zi,N (s)
1
N
N∑
j=1
DLb(Y i,N (sδ), µ
Y ·,N
sδ
)(Y j,N (sδ))
(
Y j,N (s)− Y j,N (sδ)
)
. (5.18)
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The terms (5.14)–(5.16) allow an estimate of the form (5.13), using the techniques employed in the proof
of Lemma 5.2. This means, we have due to Young’s inequality∫ t
0
E
∣∣∣Zi,N (s)(b(Y i,N (s), µY ·,Ns )− b(Y i,N (sδ), µY ·,Nsδ )
− ∂b
∂x
(Y i,N (sδ), µ
Y ·,N
sδ
)
(
Y i,N (s)− Y i,N (sδ)
)
− 1
N
N∑
j=1
DLb(Y i,N (sδ), µ
Y ·,N
sδ
)(Y j,N (sδ))
(
Y j,N (s)− Y j,N (sδ)
) )∣∣∣p ds
≤ c1εE‖Zi,N‖2p∞,t + C()δ2p,
where c1 < 1 is some small enough constant. The remaining two terms (5.17) and (5.18) can be estimated
similar to [31, Lemma 10] in combination with Lemma 5.3.
Remark 3. The above lemma reveals, why we assumed the drift to be independent of the delay variables.
In case b would depend on them as well, we would have to investigate, for l > 1, a term of the form
Zi,N (s)∇lb(Π(Y i,N (sδ)),Π(µY ·,Nsδ ))
(
Y i,N (s+ sl)− Y i,N (sδ + sl)
)
.
However, the equation for the difference Y i,N (s − τ) − Y i,N (sδ − τ) depends on the delayed Brownian
increment W i(s− τ)−W i(sδ− τ), which makes Zi,N (s) anticipative. It is not even clear how techniques
from anticipative calculus could help in this case, as we would have to deal with the Malliavin derivative
of Zi,N . This difficulty does not appear in the case of globally Lipschitz continuous coefficients. The
reason is the following: In the super-linear growth setting, one applies Itoˆ’s formula to |Zi,N (s)|2 in order
to employ the one-sided Lipschitz assumption. The strong convergence analysis for globally Lipschitz
continuous coefficients does not require this and therefore the problematic term discussed in this remark
does not appear. The extra separability assumption on the drift in the global Lipschitz setting, allows us
to include delay dependence.
Proof of Theorem 3.2:
Proof. As the remaining parts of Theorem 3.2 can be readily shown using above auxiliary results and
the techniques employed in the proof of [1, Theorem 2.1] combined with an inductive argument (using
subintervals of length τ), illustrated in Proposition 3.1, we omit a detailed exposition.
5.2 Proof of Theorem 3.3
Proof. Set nt := bt/δc − 1. We write for the error
Zi,N (t)
=
nt∑
n=0
(
b(Π(Xi,Ntn ),Π(µ
X·,N
tn ))− b(Π(Y i,Ntn ),Π(µY
·,N
tn ))
)
(tn+1 − tn)
+
nt∑
n=0
(
σ(Π(Xi,Ntn ),Π(µ
X·,N
tn ))− σ(Π(Y i,Ntn ),Π(µY
·,N
tn ))
)
(W i(tn+1)−W i(tn))
+
(
b(Π(Xi,Nnt ),Π(µ
X·,N
nt ))− b(Π(Y i,Nnt ),Π(µY
·,N
nt ))
)
(t− tnt)
+
(
σ(Π(Xi,Nnt ),Π(µ
X·,N
nt ))− σ(Π(Y i,Nnt ),Π(µY
·,N
nt ))
)
(W i(t)−W i(tnt))
+
nt∑
n=0
k∑
l=1
(
∇lσ(Π(Xi,Ntn ),Π(µX
·,N
tn ))σ˜(Π(X
i,N
tn+sl
),Π(µX
·,N
tn+sl
))
−∇lσ(Π(Y i,Ntn ),Π(µY
·,N
tn ))σ˜(Π(Y
i,N
tn+sl
),Π(µY
·,N
tn+sl
))
)∫ tn+1
tn
∫ s+sl
tn+sl
dW i(u) dW i(s)
+
nt∑
n=0
k∑
l=1
1
N
N∑
j=1
(
DL,lσ(Π(Xi,Ntn ),Π(µ
X·,N
tn ))(X
j,N (tn + sl))σ˜(Π(X
j,N
tn+sl
),Π(µX
·,N
tn+sl
))
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−DL,lσ(Π(Y i,Ntn ),Π(µY
·,N
tn ))(Y
j,N (tn + sl))σ˜(Π(Y
j,N
tn+sl
),Π(µY
·,N
tn+sl
))
)∫ tn+1
tn
∫ s+sl
tn+sl
dW j(u) dW i(s)
+
k∑
l=1
(
∇lσ(Π(Xi,Nnt ),Π(µX
·,N
nt ))σ˜(Π(X
i,N
nt+sl
),Π(µX
·,N
nt+sl
))
−∇lσ(Π(Y i,Nnt ),Π(µY
·,N
nt ))σ˜(Π(Y
i,N
nt+sl
),Π(µY
·,N
nt+sl
))
)∫ t
nt
∫ s+sl
nt+sl
dW i(u) dW i(s)
+
k∑
l=1
1
N
N∑
j=1
(
DL,lσ(Π(Xi,Nnt ),Π(µ
X·,N
nt ))(X
j,N (nt + sl))σ˜(Π(X
j,N
nt+sl
),Π(µX
·,N
nt+sl
))
−DL,lσ(Π(Y i,Nnt ),Π(µY
·,N
nt ))(Y
j,N (nt + sl))σ˜(Π(Y
j,N
nt+sl
),Π(µY
·,N
nt+sl
))
)∫ t
nt
∫ s+sl
nt+sl
dW j(u) dW i(s)
+Ri,Nb (t) +R
i,N
σ (t),
where
Ri,Nb (t) : =
∫ t
0
b(Π(Xi,Ns ),Π(µ
X·,N
s )) ds−
nt∑
n=0
b(Π(Xi,Ntn ),Π(µ
X·,N
tn ))(tn+1 − tn)
− b(Π(Xi,Nnt ),Π(µX
·,N
nt )(t− tnt),
and
Ri,Nσ (t) :=
∫ t
0
σ(Π(Xi,Ns ),Π(µ
X·,N
s )) dW
i(s)−
nt∑
n=0
σ(Π(Xi,Ntn ),Π(µ
X·,N
tn ))(W
i(tn+1)−W i(tn))
− σ(Π(Xi,Nnt ),Π(µX
·,N
nt ))(W
i(t)−W i(tnt))
−
nt∑
n=0
k∑
l=1
∇lσ(Π(Xi,Ntn ),Π(µX
·,N
tn ))σ˜(Π(X
i,N
tn+sl
),Π(µX
·,N
tn+sl
))
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ s+sl
tn+sl
dW i(u) dW i(s)
−
nt∑
n=0
k∑
l=1
1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,lσ(Π(Xi,Ntn ),Π(µ
X·,N
tn ))(X
j,N (tn + sl))σ˜(Π(X
j,N
tn+sl
),Π(µX
·,N
tn+sl
))
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ s+sl
tn+sl
dW j(u) dW i(s)
−
k∑
l=1
∇lσ(Π(Xi,Nnt ),Π(µX
·,N
nt ))σ˜(Π(X
i,N
nt+sl
),Π(µX
·,N
nt+sl
))
∫ t
nt
∫ s+sl
nt+sl
dW i(u) dW i(s)
−
k∑
l=1
1
N
N∑
j=1
DL,lσ(Π(Xi,Nnt ),Π(µ
X·,N
nt ))(X
j,N (nt + sl))σ˜(Π(X
j,N
nt+sl
),Π(µX
·,N
nt+sl
))
∫ t
nt
∫ s+sl
nt+sl
dW j(u) dW i(s).
Hence, we write Zi,N (t) = Ii,N (t)+Ri,Nb (t)+R
i,N
σ (t). For ease of notation, we will restrict the subsequent
discussion to k = 2 and d = 1.
Observe that due to (AD1Lb) and (AD
1
Lσ)–(AD
2
Lσ), we have,
sup
0≤s≤t
E|Ii,N (s)|2 .
∫ t
0
sup
−τ≤u≤s
E|Zi,N (u)|2 ds
+
∫ 0∨(t−τ)
0
sup
−τ≤u≤s
E{|Zi,N (u)|2(1 + |Xi,N (u)|2q + |Y i,N (u)|2q)} ds.
Taking (AD1Lσ) into account, it follows using the techniques of the proof of Lemma 5.2, along with
(AD3σ),
sup
0≤s≤t
E|Ri,Nσ (s)|2 . δ2.
Note that we will, with slight abuse of notation, treat Xi,Nt as R-valued in the following discussion
(unless the operator Π is applied to it). First, we write
b(Xi,Nt , X
i,N
t−τ , µ
X·,N
t , µ
X·,N
t−τ )− b(Xi,Ntδ , Xi,Ntδ−τ , µX
·,N
tδ
, µX
·,N
tδ−τ )
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= b(Xi,Nt , X
i,N
t−τ , µ
X·,N
t , µ
X·,N
t−τ )− b(Xi,Ntδ , Xi,Nt−τ , µX
·,N
t , µ
X·,N
t−τ )
= b(Xi,Ntδ , X
i,N
t−τ , µ
X·,N
t , µ
X·,N
t−τ )− b(Xi,Ntδ , Xi,Ntδ−τ , µX
·,N
t , µ
X·,N
t−τ )
= b(Xi,Ntδ , X
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
X·,N
t , µ
X·,N
t−τ )− b(Xi,Ntδ , Xi,Ntδ−τ , µX
·,N
t , µ
X·,N
tδ−τ )
= b(Xi,Ntδ , X
i,N
tδ−τ , µ
X·,N
t , µ
X·,N
tδ−τ )− b(Xi,Ntδ , Xi,Ntδ−τ , µX
·,N
tδ
, µX
·,N
tδ−τ )
=:
4∑
i=1
Πi(t).
and hence, ∫ nt+1
0
(
b(Π(Xi,Ns ),Π(µ
X·,N
s ))− b(Π(Xi,Nsδ ),Π(µX
·,N
sδ
))
)
ds =
∫ nt+1
0
4∑
i=1
Πi(s) ds.
Using (AD1Lb)–(AD
2
Lb), we get∫ nt+1
0
Π1(s) ds =
∫ nt+1
0
∫ 1
0
d
dλ
b1(X
i,N
sδ
+ λ(Xi,Ns −Xi,Nsδ ), µX
·,N
t ) dλ ds
=
∫ nt+1
0
∫ 1
0
∂b1
∂x
(Xi,Nsδ + λ(X
i,N
s −Xi,Nsδ ), µX
·,N
t )(X
i,N
s −Xi,Nsδ )) dλ ds
=
nt∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ 1
0
∂b1
∂x
(Xi,Ntn + λ(X
i,N
s −Xi,Ntn ), µX
·,N
t )(X
i,N
s −Xi,Ntn )) dλ ds =:
nt∑
n=0
Ri,N,1,nb (s),
and similarly for Π2,Π3 and Π4. Note that
Xi,Ns −Xi,Ntn =
∫ s
tn
b(Π(Xi,Nu ),Π(µ
X·,N
u )) du+
∫ s
tn
σ(Π(Xi,Nu ),Π(µ
X·,N
u )) dW
i(u).
Hence, in the sequel, we will employ the definitions,∫ tn+1
tn
∂b1
∂x
(Xi,Ntn , µ
X·,N
tn )(X
i,N
s −Xi,Ntn )) ds =: Rˆi,N,1,nb (s),
∫ tn+1
tn
∂b1
∂x
(Xi,Ntn , µ
X·,N
tn )
∫ s
tn
σ(Π(Xi,Nu ),Π(µ
X·,N
u )) dW
i(u) ds =:
˜ˆ
Ri,N,1,nb (s),
and ∫ tn+1
tn
∂b1
∂x
(Xi,Ntn , µ
X·,N
tn )
∫ s
tn
b(Π(Xi,Nu ),Π(µ
X·,N
u )) duds =:
¯ˆ
Ri,N,1,nb (s).
We compute,
E
(
nt∑
n=0
Rˆi,N,1,nb (s)
)2
≤ 2E
nt∑
m1,m2=0
˜ˆ
Ri,N,1,m1b (s)Rˆ
i,N,1,m2
b (s) + 2E
nt∑
m1,m2=0
¯ˆ
Ri,N,1,m1b (s)Rˆ
i,N,1,m2
b (s).
and observe that
E
nt∑
m1,m2=0
˜ˆ
Ri,N,1,m1b (s)
˜ˆ
Ri,N,1,m2b (s),
is only not vanishing for m1 = m2. Further since,
E
∣∣∣∣∣
nt∑
n=0
(
Ri,N,1,nb (s)− Rˆi,N,1,nb (s)
)∣∣∣∣∣
2
. δ2,
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due to (AD2Lb), we get
E
∣∣∣∣∣
nt∑
n=0
Ri,N,1,nb (s)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. δ2.
Note that, we also have
E
∣∣∣∣∣
nt∑
n=0
Ri,N,l,nb (s)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. δ2,
for l = 2, 3, 4, due to the structure of the drift given in (AD1Lb). Therefore, we obtain
sup
0≤s≤t
E|Ri,Nb (s)|2 . δ2.
Gronwall’s inequality allows us to deduce the claim.
Remark 4. We note that the specific form on the drift was imposed to avoid measurability issues. Future
research is concerned with the Malliavin differentiability of a McKean diffusion process, see e.g., [43, 10],
and the associated interacting particle system (with drifts of (super)-linear growth). The assumptions
on the drift can be further relaxed by employing techniques from anticipative calculus, which involve the
Malliavin derivative of a particle system.
6 Proofs of results from Section 4 (antithetic scheme)
6.1 Proof of Lemma 4.4
Proof. Elementary computations show that
Ri,n,f = (b(Y
i,N,f (tn+1/2), µ
Y,N,f
tn+1/2
)− b(Y i,N,f (tn), µY,N,ftn ))
δ
2
Bi,n,f = (b(Y
i,N,f (tn), µ
Y,N,f
tn )− bδ(Y i,N,f (tn), µY,N,ftn ))
δ
2
+ (bδ(Y
i,N,f (tn+1/2), µ
Y,N,f
tn+1/2
)− b(Y i,N,f (tn+1/2), µY,N,ftn+1/2))
δ
2
M
(2)
i,n,f =
(
σ(Y i,N,f (tn+1/2), Y
i,N,f (tn+1/2 − τ))− σ(Y i,N,f (tn), Y i,N,f (tn − τ))
− σ(Y i,N,f (tn), Y i,N,f (tn − τ)) ∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ))δW in
− σ(Y i,N,f (tn − τ), Y i,N,f (tn − 2τ)) ∂σ
∂x2
(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ))δW in−τ
)
δW in+1/2
M
(3)
i,n,f =
(
σ(Y i,N,f (tn+1/2), Y
i,N,f (tn+1/2 − τ)) ∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,N,f (tn+1/2), Y
i,N,f (tn+1/2 − τ))
− σ(Y i,N,f (tn), Y i,N,f (tn − τ)) ∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ))
) (δW in+1/2)2 − δ/2
2
M
(4)
i,n,f =
(
σ(Y i,N,f (tn+1/2 − τ), Y i,N,f (tn+1/2 − 2τ)) ∂σ
∂x2
(Y i,N,f (tn+1/2), Y
i,N,f (tn+1/2 − τ))
− σ(Y i,N,f (tn − τ), Y i,N,f (tn − 2τ)) ∂σ
∂x2
(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ))
)δW in+1/2δW in+1/2−τ
2
.
We first observe that
Bi,n,f =
(
δ|b(Y i,N,f (tn), µY,N,ftn )|2b(Y i,N,f (tn), µY,N,ftn )
1 + δ|b(Y i,N,f (tn), µY,N,ftn )|2
)
δ
2
+
(−δ|b(Y i,N,f (tn+1/2), µY,N,ftn+1/2)|2b(Y i,N,f (tn+1/2), µY,N,ftn+1/2)
1 + δ|b(Y i,N,f (tn+1/2), µY,N,ftn+1/2)|2
)
δ
2
,
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which implies the claimed moment bound on Bi,n,f , due to Lemma 4.2 and (AD
1
b).
Next, we write
b(Y i,N,f (tn+1/2), µ
Y,N,f
tn+1/2
)− b(Y i,N,f (tn), µY,N,ftn )
= b1(Y
i,N,f (tn+1/2))− b1(Y i,N,f (tn)) + b2(µY,N,ftn+1/2)− b2(µY,N,ftn ),
and compute the expansion
b1(Y
i,N,f (tn+1/2))− b1(Y i,N,f (tn)) = ∂b1
∂x
(Y i,N,f (tn))(Y
i,N,f (tn+1/2)− Y i,N,f (tn))
+
1
2
∂2b1
∂x2
(ξi,N )(Y i,N,f (tn+1/2)− Y i,N,f (tn))2,
where ξi,N lies on the line between Y i,N,f (tn+1/2) and Y
i,N,f (tn).
Hence,
(b1(Y
i,N,f (tn+1/2)− b1(Y i,N,f (tn)))δ
2
= M
(1)
i,n,f +Ni,n,f ,
where we introduced
M
(1)
i,n,f =
∂b1
∂x
(Y i,N,f (tn))σ(Y
i,N (tn), Y
i,N (tn − τ))δW in
δ
2
Ni,n,f =
∂b1
∂x
(Y i,N,f (tn))
(
bδ(Y
i,N,f (tn), µ
Y,N,f
tn )
δ
2
+ σ(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ)) ∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ)) (δW
i
n)
2 − δ/2
2
+ σ(Y i,N,f (tn − τ), Y i,N,f (tn − 2τ)) ∂σ
∂x2
(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ))
δW inδW
i
n−τ
2
)δ
2
+
1
2
∂2b1
∂x2
(ξi,N )(Y i,N,f (tn+1/2)− Y i,N,f (tn))2 δ
2
.
Note that
E
[
M
(1)
i,n,f +M
(2)
i,n,f +M
(3)
i,n,f +M
(4)
i,n,f |Ftn
]
= 0,
i.e., the sum is a martingale.
Further, using the notation µ˜Y,N,ftn := tµ
Y,N,f
tn+1/2
+ (1− t)µY,N,ftn , where t ∈ [0, 1], and
Ri,fn : = Y
i,N,f (tn+1/2)− Y i,N,f (tn)
= bδ(Y
i,N,f (tn), µ
Y,N,f
tn )
δ
2
+ σ(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ))δW in
+ σ(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ)) ∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ)) (δW
i
n)
2 − δ/2
2
+ σ(Y i,N,f (tn − τ), Y i,N,f (tn − 2τ)) ∂σ
∂x2
(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ))
δW inδW
i
n−τ
2
,
we obtain, as b(x, ·) ∈ C 1,1(P2(R)),(
b2(µ
Y,N,f
tn+1/2
)− b2(µY,N,ftn )
) δ
2
=
∫ 1
0
∫
R
δb2
δm
(µ˜Y,N,ftn )(v)(µ
Y,N,f
tn+1/2
− µY,N,ftn )( dv) dt
δ
2
=
∫ 1
0
δ
2N
N∑
j=1
(
δb2
δm
(µ˜Y,N,ftn )(Y
j,N,f (tn+1/2))− δb2
δm
(µ˜Y,N,ftn )(Y
j,N,f (tn))
)
dt
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=∫ 1
0
δ
2N
N∑
j=1
∫ 1
0
(
∂x
δb2
δm
(µ˜Y,N,ftn )(Y
j,N,f (tn) + λR
j,f
n )R
j,f
n
)
dλ dt
=
δ
2N
N∑
j=1
∂x
δb2
δm
(µY,N,ftn )(Y
j,N,f (tn))R
j,f
n
+
∫ 1
0
δ
2N
N∑
j=1
∫ 1
0
((
∂x
δb2
δm
(µ˜Y,N,ftn )(Y
j,N,f (tn) + λR
j,f
n )− ∂x
δb2
δm
(µY,N,ftn )(Y
j,N,f (tn))
)
Rj,fn
)
dλ dt
=: R
(1)
i,n,f +R
(2)
i,n,f .
Note that (recalling the definition of Rj,fn ) R
(1)
i,n,f can be decomposed as
R
(1)
i,n,f = R
(1,1)
i,n,f +R
(1,2)
i,n,f ,
where
E
[
R
(1,1)
i,n,f |Ftn
]
= 0, sup
0≤n≤M
E|R(1,1)i,n,f |p ≤ Cpδ3p/2, sup
0≤n≤M
E|R(1,2)i,n,f |p ≤ Cpδ2p.
Further, due to assumption (AD2b), we obtain
|R(2)i,n,f | ≤
δ
2
∫ 1
0
1
N
N∑
j=1
∫ 1
0
∣∣∣∣((∂x δb2δm (µ˜Y,N,ftn )(Y j,N,f (tn) + λRj,fn )− ∂x δb2δm (µY,N,ftn )(Y j,N,f (tn))
)
Rj,fn
)∣∣∣∣ dλ dt
≤ Cδ
2
∫ 1
0
1
N
N∑
j=1
∫ 1
0
∣∣∣W2(µ˜Y,N,ftn , µY,N,ftn ) + λRj,fn ∣∣∣ |Rj,fn |dλ dt
≤ Cδ
2
∫ 1
0
1
N
N∑
j=1
∫ 1
0
∣∣∣∣∣∣t
(
1
N
N∑
l=1
|Y l,N,f (tn+1/2)− Y l,N,f (tn)|2
)1/2
+ λRj,fn
∣∣∣∣∣∣ |Rj,fn |dλ dt.
Using the fact that all particles are identically distributed, Lemma 4.2 gives, for p ≥ 2,
sup
0≤n≤M
E|R(2)i,n,f |p ≤ Cpδ2p.
We continue with estimating the martingale terms. The above expression for M
(2)
i,n,f can be rewritten as
M
(2)
i,n,f =
∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ))Ri,fn δW in+1/2
+
∂σ
∂x2
(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ))Ri,fn−τδW in+1/2
+
1
2
1
2
2∑
j,k=1
∂2σ
∂xjxk
(ξi,N2 , ξ
i,N
3 )R
i,f
n−(j−1)τR
i,f
n−(k−1)τ
 δW in+1/2,
where Ri,fn−τ := Y
i,N,f (tn+1/2 − τ) − Y i,N,f (tn − τ) and ξi,N2 , ξi,N3 on the line between Y i,N,f (tn) and
Y i,N,f (tn+1/2) and Y
i,N,f (tn − τ) and Y i,N,f (tn+1/2 − τ), respectively.
Further, considering M
(3)
i,n,f and M
(4)
i,n,f , we have using a first order Taylor series expansion
M
(3)
i,n,f =
 2∑
j=1
∂σ˜
∂xj
(ξi,N4 , ξ
i,N
5 )R
i,f
n−(j−1)τ
 (δW in+1/2)2 − δ/2
2
,
where
σ˜(x, y) = σ(x, y)
∂σ
∂x
(x, y),
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ξi,N4 , ξ
i,N
5 on the line between Y
i,N,f (tn) and Y
i,N,f (tn+1/2) and Y
i,N,f (tn − τ) and Y i,N,f (tn+1/2 − τ),
respectively, and
M
(4)
i,n,f =
 2∑
j=1
∂σˆ
∂xj
(ξi,N6 , ξ
i,N
7 )R
i,f
n−(j−1)τ
 δW in+1/2δW in+1/2−τ
2
,
where
σˆ(x, y) = σ(x, y)
∂σ
∂y
(x, y),
and ξi,N6 , ξ
i,N
7 on the line between Y
i,N,f (tn − τ) and Y i,N,f (tn+1/2 − τ) and Y i,N,f (tn − 2τ) and
Y i,N,f (tn+1/2−2τ), respectively. From here the claimed estimates for the moments of M (2)i,n,f , M (3)i,n,f and
M
(4)
i,n,f follow.
6.2 Proof of Lemma 4.5
Proof. In Lemma 4.5 we introduced the abbreviations
Ri,n,f := R
(1)
i,n,f +R
(2)
i,n,f
Mi,n,f := M
(1)
i,n,f +M
(2)
i,n,f +M
(3)
i,n,f +M
(4)
i,n,f
N˜i,n :=
(
1
2
(
b(Y i,N,f (tn), µ
Y,N,f
tn ) + b(Y
i,N,a(tn), µ
Y,N,a
tn )
)
− b(Y¯ i,N,f (tn), µY¯ ,Ntn )
)
δ
B˜i,n :=
(
1
2
(
(bδ − b)(Y i,N,f (tn), µY,N,ftn ) + (bδ − b)(Y i,N,a(tn), µY,N,atn )
)
− (b− bδ)(Y¯ i,N,f (tn), µY¯ ,Ntn )
)
δ
M˜
(1)
i,n :=
(1
2
(
σ(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ)) + σ(Y i,N,a(tn), Y i,N,a(tn − τ))
)
− σ(Y¯ i,N,f (tn), Y¯ i,N,f (tn − τ))
)
∆W in
M˜
(2)
i,n :=
(
1
2
(
σ(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ)) ∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ))
+ σ(Y i,N,a(tn), Y
i,N,a(tn − τ)) ∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,N,a(tn), Y
i,N,a(tn − τ))
)
− σ(Y¯ i,N,f (tn), Y¯ i,N,f (tn − τ)) ∂σ
∂x1
(Y¯ i,N,f (tn), Y¯
i,N,f (tn − τ)
)
(∆W in)
2 − δ
2
M˜
(3)
i,n :=
(
1
2
(
σ(Y i,N,f (tn − τ), Y i,N,f (tn − 2τ)) ∂σ
∂x2
(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ))
+ σ(Y i,N,a(tn − τ), Y i,N,a(tn − 2τ)) ∂σ
∂x2
(Y i,N,a(tn), Y
i,N,a(tn − τ))
)
− σ(Y¯ i,N,a(tn − τ), Y¯ i,N,a(tn − 2τ)) ∂σ
∂x2
(Y¯ i,N,a(tn), Y¯
i,N,a(tn − τ)
)
∆W in∆W
i
n−τ
2
M˜
(4)
i,n :=
(
σ(Y i,N,a(tn − τ), Y i,N,a(tn − 2τ)) ∂σ
∂x2
(Y i,N,a(tn), Y
i,N,a(tn − τ))
− σ(Y i,N,f (tn − τ), Y i,N,f (tn − 2τ)) ∂σ
∂x2
(Y i,N,f (tn), Y
i,N,f (tn − τ))
)
×
× 1
2
(δW inδW
i
n+1/2−τ − δW in−τδW in+1/2).
In what follows, we analyse the term N˜i,n. We define, for t ∈ [0, 1],
mf,ctn : = (1− t)µY,N,ctn + tµY,N,ftn ,
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ma,ctn : = (1− t)µY,N,ctn + tµY,N,atn ,
ma,f,ctn : = (1− t)µY,N,ctn + tµY¯ ,Ntn ,
and observe
b2(µ
Y,N,c
tn + (µ
Y,N,f
tn − µY,N,ctn ))− b2(µY,N,ctn )
=
∫ 1
0
δb2
δm
(mf,ctn )(v)(µ
Y,N,f
tn − µY,N,ctn )( dv) dt
=
∫ 1
0
1
N
N∑
j=1
(
δb2
δm
(mf,ctn )(Y
j,N,c(tn) + (Y
j,N,f (tn)− Y j,N,c(tn)))− δb2
δm
(mf,ctn )(Y
j,N,c(tn))
)
dt
=
∫ 1
0
1
N
N∑
j=1
∫ 1
0
(
∂x
δb2
δm
(mf,ctn )(Y
j,N,c(tn) + λ(Y
j,N,f (tn)− Y j,N,c(tn)))(Y j,N,f (tn)− Y j,N,c(tn)) dλ
)
dt
=
1
N
N∑
j=1
∂x
δb2
δm
(µY,N,ctn )(Y
j,N,c(tn))(Y
j,N,f (tn)− Y j,N,c(tn))
+
∫ 1
0
1
N
N∑
j=1
∫ 1
0
(
∂x
δb2
δm
(mf,ctn )(Y
j,N,c(tn) + λ(Y
j,N,f (tn)− Y j,N,c(tn)))(Y j,N,f (tn)− Y j,N,c(tn)) dλ
)
dt
−
∫ 1
0
1
N
N∑
j=1
∫ 1
0
(
∂x
δb2
δm
(µY,N,ctn )(Y
j,N,c(tn))(Y
j,N,f (tn)− Y j,N,c(tn)) dλ
)
dt.
Similar expressions can be derived for
b2(µ
Y,N,c
tn + (µ
Y,N,a
tn − µY,N,ctn ))− b2(µY,N,ctn ),
and
b2(µ
Y,N,c
tn + (µ
Y¯ ,N
tn − µY,N,ctn ))− b2(µY,N,ctn ).
Note that
1
2N
N∑
j=1
∂x
δb2
δm
(µY,N,ctn )(Y
j,N,c(tn))(Y
j,N,f (tn)− Y j,N,c(tn))
+
1
2N
N∑
j=1
∂x
δb2
δm
(µY,N,ctn )(Y
j,N,c(tn))(Y
j,N,a(tn)− Y j,N,c(tn))
− 1
N
N∑
j=1
∂x
δb2
δm
(µY,N,ctn )(Y
j,N,c(tn))(Y¯
j,N,f (tn)− Y j,N,c(tn)) = 0.
A second order Taylor series expansion in the state component further gives(
1
2
(
b1(Y
i,N,f (tn)) + b1(Y
i,N,a(tn))
)− b1(Y¯ i,N,f (tn))) δ
=
1
16
(
∂2b1(ξ
i,N
8 )
∂x2
+
∂2b1(ξ
i,N
9 )
∂x2
)
(Y j,N,f (tn)− Y j,N,a(tn))2δ.
Here, we only remark that M˜
(1)
i,n can be treated using a second order Taylor series expansions about
(Y¯ i,N,f (tn), Y¯
i,N,f (tn − τ)) and M˜ (2)i,n , M˜ (3)i,n by employing first order Taylor series expansions about
(Y¯ i,N,f (tn), Y¯
i,N,f (tn − τ)) or (Y¯ i,N,f (tn − τ), Y¯ i,N,f (tn − 2τ)), respectively. To further analyse M˜ (4)i,n ,
one can also employ a Taylor series expansion argument and Lemma 4.3. I.e., all of these expressions are
martingales and satisfy E|M˜ (i)i,n|2 = δ3, for i = 1, . . . , 4.
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6.3 Proof of Theorem 4.6
Proof. We analyse now the difference of the antithetic approximation and the coarse-path approximation,
i.e., we obtain
E|Y¯ i,N,f (tn+1)− Y i,N,c(tn+1)|2 = E|Y¯ i,N,f (tn)− Y i,N,c(tn)
+ (bδ(Y¯
i,N,f (tn)), µ
Y¯ ,N
tn )− bδ(Y i,N,c(tn), µY,N,ctn ))δ
+ (σ(Y¯ i,N,f (tn), Y¯
i,N,f (tn − τ))− σ(Y i,N,c(tn), Y i,N,c(tn − τ)))∆W in
+ σ(Y¯ i,N,f (tn), Y¯
i,N,f (tn − τ)) ∂σ
∂x1
(Y¯ i,N,f (tn), Y¯
i,N,f (tn − τ)) (∆W
i
n)
2 − δ
2
− σ(Y i,N,c(tn), Y i,N,c(tn − τ)) ∂σ
∂x1
(Y i,N,c(tn), Y
i,N,c(tn − τ)) (∆W
i
n)
2 − δ
2
+ σ(Y¯ i,N,f (tn − τ), Y¯ i,N,f (tn − 2τ)) ∂σ
∂x2
(Y¯ i,N,f (tn), Y¯
i,N,f (tn − τ))
∆W in∆W
i
n−τ
2
− σ(Y i,N,c(tn − τ), Y i,N,c(tn − 2τ)) ∂σ
∂x2
(Y i,N,c(tn), Y
i,N,c(tn − τ))
∆W in∆W
i
n−τ
2
+
1
2
(Ri,n,f +Mi,n,f +Ni,n,f +Bi,n,f +Ri,n,a +Mi,n,a +Ni,n,a +Bi,n,a)
+ B˜i,n + N˜i,n + M˜
(1)
i,n + M˜
(2)
i,n + M˜
(3)
i,n + M˜
(4)
i,n |2
≤ (1 + Cδ)E[|Y¯ i,N,f (tn)− Y i,N,c(tn)|2] + CδE[|Y¯ i,N,f (tn − τ)− Y i,N,c(tn − τ)|2] + Cδ3,
where the above square was explicitly computed and each term was estimated, using either a martingale
property or standard techniques.
Iterating above recursion, yields
E|Y¯ i,N,f (tn+1)− Y i,N,c(tn+1)|2 . δ2 + δ
n∑
l=0
E[|Y¯ i,N,f (tl − τ)− Y i,N,c(tl − τ)|2].
Considering above estimate on the interval [0, τ ], allows us to deduce the claim as
n∑
l=0
E[|Y¯ i,N,f (tl − τ)− Y i,N,c(tl − τ)|2]
vanishes on this subinterval. In a next step, we investigate the subinterval [τ, 2τ ]. Here, we can employ
the fact that E[|Y¯ i,N,f (tl− τ)−Y i,N,c(tl− τ)|2] . δ2, hence the assertion follows in this case as well. An
inductive argument can then be used up to the final time T .
7 Numerical results
We now present a number of numerical tests to illustrate the practical behaviour of the schemes. We use
the canonical particle approximation to the law LYtn at each time-step tn by its empirical distribution.
For our numerical experiments, we used N = 103, unless stated otherwise.
As we do not know the exact solution in the considered examples, the convergence rates with respect
to the number of time-steps were determined by comparing two solutions (at time T = 1) computed on
a fine and coarse time grid, respectively, where the same Brownian motion was used for both. In order
to assess the strong convergence in δ, we thus compute the root-mean-square error (RMSE)
RMSE :=
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(Y i,N,l(T )− Y i,N,l−1(T ))2,
where Y i,N,l(T ) denotes the numerical approximation of X at time T computed with N particles and
2lT time-steps.
For simplicity, we assume that s1, . . . , sk are contained in the considered time-grid, i.e., that they are
of the form −n˜δ for some positive integer n˜.
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7.1 Numerical illustration for point-delay McKean SDEs
This section numerically illustrates the convergence of the tamed Milstein scheme for point-delay McKean
SDEs, Scheme 1 from Section 3, for two test cases. We also give details about the implementation of the
scheme and the computation of the Le´vy area.
Example 1: Here, we consider the point-delay McKean SDE
dX(t) =
(
1− (X(t))3 +X(t) + 1
k
k∑
i=1
X(t+ si) +
1
k
k∑
i=1
E[X(t+ si)]
)
dt
+
1
k
k∑
i=1
X(t+ si) dW (t), t ≥ 0,
with the initial value X0 = ξ = 0 ∈ C , s1, . . . , sk ∈ [−τ, 0]. Hence, the fully implementable tamed
Milstein approximation for this example results in the particle system
Y i,N (tn+1) = Y
i,N (tn) + bδ(Π(Y
i,N
tn ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tn ))δ + σ(Π(Y
i,N
tn ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tn ))∆W
i
n
+
k∑
l=1
∇lσ(Π(Y i,Ntn ),Π(µY
·,N
tn ))σ˜(Π(Y
i,N
tn+sl
),Π(µY
·,N
tn ))I
p,i(tn + sl, tn+1 + sl; sl),
where the driving Brownian motions W i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , are independent, and
b(Π(Y i,Ntn ), Π¯(µ
Y ·,N
tn )) = 1 + Y
i,N (tn)− (Y i,N (tn))3 + 1
k
k∑
l=1
Y i,N (tn + sl) +
1
N
N∑
j=1
1
k
k∑
l=1
Y j,N (tn + sl),
σ(Π(Y i,Ntn ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tn )) =
1
k
k∑
l=1
Y i,N (tn + sl).
In addition, for Scheme 1, we have
bδ(Π(Y
i,N
tn ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tn )) =
b(Π(Y i,Ntn ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tn ))
1 + δ|b(Π(Y i,Ntn ),Π(µY
·,N
tn ))|
.
Further, recall that ∇l denotes the derivative of the state component with respect to Y i,Ntn+sl , and note
that the additional superscript i in Ip,i(tn+sl, tn+1 +sl; sl) means that the i-th Brownian motion is used
in the defintion of this quantity. The truncation parameter in the approximation of the Le´vy area (see,
[49] and Section 3.2 for details) was chosen as p = M−1/2, where M denotes the number of time-steps.
In the test, the delay parameters were τ = 1/8 and k = 2 (s1 = 0 and s2 = −τ). The strong
convergence of the discretised particle system is depicted in Fig. 1, left, where we observe order 1.
Example 2: In analogy to above, we additionally study the example
dX(t) =
(
1− (X(t))3 +X(t) + 1
k
k∑
i=1
X(t+ si) +
1
k
k∑
i=1
E[X(t+ si)]
)
dt
+
(
1
k
k∑
i=1
E[X(t+ si)]
)
dW (t), t ≥ 0,
with the initial value X0 = ξ = 0 ∈ C , s1, . . . , sk ∈ [−τ, 0]. We confirm numerically that the tamed Euler
scheme converges with order 1 in this case (as the diffusion coefficient does not depend on the state and
hence the Milstein scheme reduces to the Euler scheme).
7.2 Numerical illustration for a truncated tamed Milstein scheme
Here, we numerically illustrate the strong convergence rate of a truncated tamed Milstein method which
uses the antithetic approach presented in Section 4, applied to point-delay McKean SDEs. Using the
same notation as in Section 3, the scheme has the form
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Figure 1: Left: Strong convergence of the tamed Milstein scheme for Example 1 and the tamed Euler
scheme for Example 2. Right: Strong convergence of the truncated tamed Milstein scheme using the
antithetic approach.
Y i,N (tn+1) = Y
i,N (tn) + bδ(Π(Y
i,N
tn ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tn ))δ + σ(Π(Y
i,N
tn ),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tn ))∆W
i
n
+
1
2
k∑
l=1
∇lσ(Π(Y i,Ntn ),Π(µY
·,N
tn ))σ˜(Π(Ytn+sl),Π(µ
Y ·,N
tn+sl
))
(
W¯ i(δ)B¯i(δ)− ρlδ
)
,
where ρl = 1 if sl = 0 and zero else. In the above scheme, the Le´vy area is set to zero. To be precise, on a
fine time-grid, we compute two approximate solutions of a particle system at time T , denoted by XfT and
XaT , where the simulation of X
a
T is based on the antithetic Brownian paths of the paths used to compute
XfT , i.e., the odd and even Brownian increments are interchanged. We then compare (X
f
T +X
a
T )/2 with
XcT , a coarse path solution in a mean-square sense. The computations are based on the choices k = 2
and τ = 1/8 using the SDE in Example 1 given in the previous section. Fig. 1, right, shows that the
strong convergence rate of the proposed scheme is 1.
7.3 Extension of the scheme
Further research is needed to extend the theory developed in this article to general path-dependent (not
only point-delay) McKean SDEs.
Below, we present two examples for path-dependent McKean SDEs and illustrate numerically the
performance of a tamed Euler scheme and investigate pathwise (strong) propagation of chaos convergence
rates. The results suggest that the expected convergence rates (in terms of number of time-steps and
number of particles, respectively) should also be true for general path-dependent McKean SDEs.
In order to numerically determine the pathwise propagation of chaos convergence rate, we fix a number
of time-steps and compute for different sizes of the particle system, a RMSE between two particle systems,
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
Nl
Nl∑
i=1
(
Y i,Nl,M (T )− Y˜ i,Nl,M (T )
)2
,
where the particle system Y˜ i,Nl,M , 1 ≤ i ≤ Nl, is obtained by splitting the set of Brownian motions driving
the particle system Y i,Nl,M , 1 ≤ i ≤ Nl, in two sets and simulating two independent particle systems,
each of size Nl/2: (Y˜
i,Nl,M,(1))1≤i≤Nl/2 is a particle system obtained by using the Brownian motions
(W i)1≤i≤Nl/2 and (Y˜
i,Nl,M,(2))Nl/2+1≤i≤Nl is obtained from the set (W
i)Nl/2+1≤i≤Nl . In particular, for
these two smaller particle systems only Nl/2 particles are used to approximate the mean-field term.
Example 1: Here, we consider the delay McKean SDE
dX(t) =
(
1− (X(t))3 +X(t) +
∫ 0
−τ
X(t+ v) dv +
∫
C
∫ 0
−τ
ζ(v) dvLXt(dζ)
)
dt
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+X(t) dW (t), t ≥ 0,
with the initial value X0 = ξ = 0 ∈ C . To simulate such a dynamics, we used the tamed Euler scheme
with taming coefficient
bδ(Y
i,N
tn , µ
Y ·,N
tn ) =
b(Y i,Ntn , µ
Y ·,N
tn )
1 + δ|b(Y i,Ntn , µY
·,N
tn )|α
,
for α = 1/2, in combination with the particle method. For the numerical results presented below, we
consider T = 1 and τ = 1/32.
Example 2: We consider, as a second example, the delay McKean SDE
dX(t) =
(
1− (X(t))3 +X(t) +
∫ 0
−τ
X(t+ v) dv +
∫
C
∫ 0
−τ
ζ(v) dvLXt(dζ)
)
dt
+
(∫
C
∫ 0
−τ
ζ(v) dvLXt(dζ)
)
dW (t), t ≥ 0,
with the initial value X0 = ξ = 0 ∈ C .
To approximate the integrals depending on the past path of the process, we used a quadrature integra-
tion rule based on 103 equally spaced evaluation points. The evaluation points, which do not correspond
to elements of our time-grid, were computed based on a standard continuous time interpolation of the
particles.
Figure 2: Left: Pathwise (strong) propagation of chaos for Examples 1 and 2. Right: Strong convergence
of the tamed Euler scheme for Example 1 (α = 1/2) and Example 2 (α = 1).
For Example 1, we observe strong convergence of order 1/2 (see, Fig. 2, left). Note, however, that the
tamed Euler scheme yields a strong convergence rate of order 1 for Example 2 (where diffusion coefficient
only depends on the measure and not explicitly on the state variable) when we choose α = 1 (for a large
enough N). Additionally, the pathwise strong propagation of chaos is of order N−1/2, which is in line
with the standard rate for the central limit theorem (see, Fig. 2, right).
A Linear functional derivative
We give a definition for the so-called linear functional derivative of functionals acting on P2(Rd), see [8].
Definition A.1. A function f :P2(Rd)→ R is said to have a linear functional derivative if there exists
a continuous function
δf
δm
:P2(Rd)× Rd 3 (m,x) 7→ δf
δm
(m)(x) ∈ R,
such that for any bounded subset K ⊂P2(Rd) the function
Rd 3 x 7→ δf
δm
(m)(x)
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is at most of quadratic growth in x uniformly in m, for m ∈ K and such that for all m and m′ in P2(Rd),
it holds
f(m′)− f(m) =
∫ 1
0
∫
Rd
δf
δm
(tm′ + (1− t)m)(x)(m′ −m)(dx) dt. (A.1)
Note that δfδm in (A.1) is only defined up to a constant shift. Setting
δf
δm (m)(0) = 0 is a way of normalising
the linear functional derivative.
Definition A.2. We say that f : P2(Rd) → R belongs to the class C 1,1(P2(Rd)), if f has a linear
functional derivative (in the sense of the previous definition), for any m ∈P2(Rd), the function
Rd 3 x 7→ δf
δm
(m)(x)
is differentiable and the derivative
P2(Rd)× Rd 3 (m,x) 7→ ∂x δf
δm
(m)(x) ∈ Rd,
satisfies ∣∣∣∣∂x δfδm (m)(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C,
where the bound is uniform in m and x, and∣∣∣∣∂x δfδm (m)(x)− ∂x δfδm (m′)(x′)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C (|x− x′|+W2(m,m′))
for some constant C > 0.
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